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Abstract
Biofilms are communities of microorganisms associated by a matrix of extracellular
polymers. In this state, microorganisms occupy an ecological niche distinct from their freefloating, planktonic counterparts. Also, biofilm bacteria become biologically unique as they form
communities and lose motility. The acquisition of these physiological attributes enables the
biofilm to persist through harsh environmental conditions, including antimicrobial induced stress
and to resist sanitization efforts. Because of these features, biofilms can rapidly disseminate
across numerous surfaces and as they establish, become challenging to remove. This is a
particular issue for the food industry as processing plants offer favorable conditions for biofilm
formation by providing complex surfaces composed of diverse materials that are frequently
inoculated with pathogens and provide an abundance of nutrients and water. This thesis initiates
investigations into the mechanisms behind biofilm formation in processing plants, and with such
knowledge potentially result in novel treatments in the future. In particular, Salmonella enterica,
one of the most prevalent foodborne pathogens worldwide, can produce biofilms that are difficult
to remove. The thesis starts with a literature review detailing the mechanisms behind biofilm
formation, evaluating the state of biofilms in food processing, and finishing with current and
future mitigation strategies (Chapter 1). Next, this thesis includes four research chapters, with
the first evaluating the ability of disinfectants to reduce Salmonella biofilms (Chapter 2); the
second with a genome announcement about our genomic elucidation of four Salmonella strains
isolated from poultry sources that are known to produce biofilms (Chapter 3); the third detailing
our exploration of the pellicle forming properties of Salmonella with a focus on the lesser studied
Kentucky serovar (Chapter 4); before ending with an evaluation of transcriptional dynamics of
poultry isolates of different Salmonella serovars during biofilm formation (Chapter 5). Data

presented herein will provide novel insight into Salmonella biofilm dynamics, mitigation, and
genetics.
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I. Introduction
The perseverance of foodborne Salmonella in the processing chain has remained an issue,
causing high incidences of foodborne illnesses each year despite the efforts of government
agencies and food industries to control it. Since the recognition of Salmonella as a cause of
disease decades ago, various efforts, including the development of regulations, Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Point (HAACP) programs, and post-harvest intervention strategies, have been
developed to reduce the number of people afflicted each year, but for the most part achieved less
than ideal success. Consequently, Salmonella remains a significant challenge to the food industry
as it perpetually adapts and overcomes mitigation strategies. This is due to its ability to maintain
numerous pathogenicity islands, as well as its ability to acquire multi-modal virulence and
antimicrobial resistance mechanisms through horizontal gene transfer, enabling it to invade and
persist not only in multiple cell types but in varied hostile environments as well.
Perhaps one of its most crucial contributors to virulence is the ability of Salmonella to
form biofilms on a variety of surfaces. Salmonella as a biofilm is capable of resisting sanitation
and antimicrobial treatments common in processing plants, creating a significant potential for
continued cross-contamination events during food processing production cycles. This presents an
ongoing critical issue for the food processing industry as well as from a public health
perspective. As a result, it is essential to both elucidate the underlying mechanisms associated
with the production of biofilms by Salmonella as well as its mitigation.
The central hypotheses of this thesis are (1) that there exist serovar differences in the
properties of Salmonella biofilms, (2) that they are regulated by transcription factors in which
structural regulation genes such as bcsA and csgD play a central role, and (3) that disinfectants
can reduce biofilms. The working hypothesis is that qRT-PCR can be used to monitor
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transcription factor activation and that there are differences among common poultry serovars.
Furthermore, the reduction of Salmonella biofilm formation on coupons derived from materials
used in the food industry from disinfectant exposure is possible. A reduction in recoverable and
detectable Salmonella, as well as a loss in biofilm formation, would demonstrate the disinfectant
efficacy.

The thesis organization is as follows:
•Chapter 1: A literature review outlining the history of Salmonella, the molecular mechanisms
of biofilm formation, and the common strategies used by poultry processing to mitigate the
problem.
•Chapter 2 is a peer-reviewed publication demonstrating the various efficacies of common and
uncommon disinfectants on commercially derived coupons for the reduction of Salmonella.
•Chapter 3 is a Genome Announcement regarding four biofilm producing Salmonella strains
isolated from commercial poultry samples.
•Chapter 4 is an unpublished research paper focused on exploring the pellicle forming
properties of Salmonella enterica serovar Kentucky under various conditions.
•Chapter 5 is an unpublished research paper elucidating the transcriptional factor activation and
biofilm formation of Salmonella poultry isolates representing three critical serovars.
Ultimately, this thesis delivers not only a new understanding of the molecular diversity
associated with biofilm formation, but it also evaluates mechanisms to reduce biofilm formation
in poultry processing. By accomplishing both tasks, it is recognized that Salmonella biofilms are
not homogenously synthesized across all Salmonella serovars. Therefore, it is unlikely one
disinfectant will be useful in the reduction of biofilm formation. This thesis serves as the
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stepping stone to understanding the deeper underlying mechanisms associated with Salmonella
survival in processing plants. That knowledge may be used to develop new sanitation methods in
the future.
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II. Chapter 1. Literature Review - Salmonella biofilms: mechanisms and treatments

Zhaohao Shi,a Kristina M. Feye,a and Steven C. Rickea*

a

Center for Food Safety, Department of Food Science, University of Arkansas

_______________________________
*Corresponding author. Mailing address: 2650 North Young Avenue, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72704. TEL: (479)575-4678, FAX: (479)575-6936. Email: sricke@uark.edu
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Introduction
Foodborne illness resulting from the ingestion of pathogenic microorganisms and their
byproducts is estimated to cause approximately 9.4 million cases of illnesses annually, leading to
56,000 hospitalizations and 1,400 deaths (Scallan et al., 2011). Of these, nontyphoidal
Salmonella species are estimated to cause approximately a tenth of the cases, a third of the
hospitalizations, and a third of the deaths, resulting in up to an estimated 10.9 billion dollars in
losses due to medical care, productivity loss, and loss of life (Scallan et al., 2011; Scharff, 2012).
Because of the immense impact of Salmonella on public health, there have been ongoing efforts
by both the government and private industry to reduce the prevalence of Salmonella during
processing with policies such as the Food Safety Modernization Act and Salmonella Action Plan
being passed with new performance standards and intervention strategies being developed
(USDA-FSIS, 2013). This issue is particularly concerning for the poultry industry as poultry
products have been identified as reservoirs of various Salmonella serovars, with S. Enteritidis
associated with eggs and S. Typhimurium and S. Heidelberg found in meat products (Foley et al.,
2008, 2011, 2013; Finstad et al., 2012; Howard et al., 2012; Ricke, 2017). Furthermore,
Salmonella cells have the ability to congregate together to form into complex communities of
biofilms, attaching themselves to processing environments causing a food safety issue for the
food industry (Steenackers et al., 2012).
Biofilms consist of microbial cells associated together within a matrix of extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) that confer stability and antimicrobial resistance to the cells
(Donlan, 2002). Due to these benefits, microbial cells in nature tend to prefer existing in this
state, undergoing a cyclical lifestyle of initial attachment of planktonic cells into microcolonies
and priming a favorable microenvironment, growth and cooperation as a functional community,
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and finally production of planktonic cells which may migrate and colonize new locations
(Costerton et al., 1995). Within biofilms, microbial cells exhibit increased resistance to efforts to
remove them, due in large part to the role played by the EPS matrix. This structure provides a
firm anchor for their attachment to materials, increased antimicrobial resistance with a
concurring increased production of resistance compounds such as catalases, as well as the EPS
serving as a barrier to antimicrobial penetration (Fux et al., 2005). The EPS matrix is composed
of mainly polysaccharides such as cellulose, but also contains other biopolymers including
proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, as well as bacterial structures including flagella, pili, and fimbriae
(Flemming and Wingender, 2010). The regulation of EPS compound production allows biofilms
to adapt to pressures ranging from heat stress to antimicrobial interventions, and allows
attachment of pathogens such as Salmonella to a variety of food environments including abiotic
surfaces consisting of plastic, concrete, steel, and even to food products themselves, such as
produce (Steenackers et al., 2012). The overall objective of this review is to outline the history of
biofilms and its impact on the food industry, discuss the molecular basis for biofilm formation
and regulation, and explore the strategies used by the food industry to combat this perennial issue
with an emphasis on the foodborne pathogen, Salmonella.

Salmonella Background
Nontyphoidal Salmonella infections continue to be a major ongoing public health issue in
the United States despite the best efforts of the U.S. government and industry to solve it. Divided
based on differences in the expression of antigenic lipopolysaccharides (O), flagella (H), as well
as differences in biochemical characters, pathogenicity, and habitat, the White-Kauffmann-Le
Minor scheme of classification currently identifies over 2,500 serovars of Salmonella (Grimont
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and Weill, 2007). Of the two main Salmonella species, S. enterica and S. bongori; and five
subspecies within S. enterica, only S. enterica subspecies enterica is usually associated with
warm-blooded animals, with 99% of human infections attributed to this group (Brenner et al.,
2000). This subspecies, with over 1,500 serovars demonstrates how Salmonella can adapt to a
myriad of ecological niches, infect different hosts, and occupy diverse environments to be a
threat to public health. Even so, government surveillance has shown that exposure to
contaminated poultry remains the public’s most common infection path, highlighting the need
for both the U.S. government and the poultry industry to reduce Salmonella in poultry products
(USDA-FSIS, 2016). In addition, the recent rise in popularity in raising backyard chickens, by
avid but relatively unknowledgeable amateurs, has presented another problem with outbreaks
occurring nearly every year since 2010 and has demonstrated the need to better educate the
public on food safety practices (Beam et al., 2013; CDC, 2018b).
Within the poultry industry, there are several serovars of Salmonella that have been
historically associated with poultry products. Data from the USDA-FSIS PR/HACCP testing
program from 1998-2014 has shown that Kentucky, Enteritidis, Typhimurium, and Heidelberg to
consistently rank in the top five isolated serovars from broilers and eggs (USDA-FSIS, 2016).
Although Salmonella Enteritidis was rarely encountered in the early twentieth century, outbreaks
involving it steadily increased in the 80s and 90s until it became the serovar most associated with
undercooked eggs and is now the most commonly reported outbreak strain in the U.S. (Rabsch et
al., 2000; Ricke, 2017; CDC, 2018a). This increase in incidence is thought to have been a result
of the successful eradication campaigns of Salmonella Gallinarum and Pullorum from poultry, as
S. Enteritidis exhibits similar surface antigens and occupies the same ecological niche (Bäumler
et al., 2000). Salmonella Typhimurium exhibits a wide range of possible infection transfer
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methods and has been implicated in foodborne outbreaks ranging from produce to peanut butter
to chicken, leading it to be the third most frequently isolated serovar in 2016 and second in
causing illness overall (USDA-FSIS, 2016; CDC, 2018a, b). Salmonella Heidelberg is mainly
associated with poultry meat, having been implicated as the causative agent in the 2013 Foster
Farms outbreak, but has also shown to colonize the poultry reproductive system and undergo
vertical transmission to infect eggs (Gast et al., 2004, 2007; Kaldhone et al., 2017; CDC, 2018b).
Salmonella Kentucky has been the serovar most commonly identified from poultry isolates, but
is not usually associated with human illness and has been implicated in few outbreaks in the
United States (Foley et al., 2011, 2013; CDC, 2018b).
Infection with nontyphoidal Salmonella in healthy individuals generally leads to acute
gastroenteritis, consisting primarily of diarrhea, fever, and abdominal cramps and naturally
passes within a week (CDC, 2015). Individuals with compromised immune systems, as well as
infants and the elderly, have greater susceptibility and may experience more severe symptoms
(Shimoni et al., 1999). Among these at-risk populations, Salmonella infection has also been
linked to cases of bacteremia, pneumonia, and meningitis, causing additional complications or
even fatalities (Trevejo, 2003). One reason for the increased infection rates among these
populations may be because both the very young and the very old exhibit greater incidences of
lowered gastric acid production, allowing more pathogens to pass and invade the intestinal
epithelium (Blaser and Newman, 1982). Infants have been found to be the group most commonly
hospitalized for Salmonella infections, sometimes with additional secondary infections, but
usually recover and survive (Shimoni et al., 1999; Trevejo, 2003). However, elderly patients
have exhibited the greatest rate of comorbidity with other illnesses and account for over half of
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the deaths resulting from Salmonella infections (Mandal and Brennand, 1988; Shimoni et al.,
1999; Chen et al., 2012).
An issue gaining prominence in more recent decades has been the rise of antibiotic
resistance among pathogens, including Salmonella. In the 1990s, Salmonella Typhimurium strain
DT104, resistant against multiple antibiotics and exhibiting greater invasiveness than other
common strains, was implicated in several outbreaks, highlighting the danger posed by
multidrug-resistant pathogens (Poppe et al., 1998; Threlfall et al., 2000). More recently other
antibiotic-resistant Salmonella from multiple serovars have been isolated, commonly exhibiting
resistance to multiple antibiotics (Cui et al., 2005; Foley and Lynne, 2008; Lestari et al., 2009).
Historically, antibiotics have been added to poultry feed in subtherapeutic levels as antibiotic
growth promoters due to their beneficial effects in increasing feed conversion and production
efficiency (Thomke and Elwinger, 1998). However, due to concerns that this usage could lead to
the transmission of antibiotic resistance to human pathogens, a recommendation for the
elimination of antibiotic growth promoters was made (Dibner and Richards, 2005). This has led
to an increased interest into alternative antimicrobial compounds such as essential oils,
botanicals, and bacteriophages, among others (Joerger, 2003; Calo et al., 2015; O’Bryan et al.,
2015).
In the poultry industry, there has been considerable interest in prebiotics, food additives
that promote the growth of beneficial gut microbiota, and in the direct introduction of favorable
live microorganisms in feed in the form of probiotics (Patterson and Burkholder, 2003).
Although this shift in pre-harvest food safety intervention measures may assist in the reduction
of antibiotic resistance in Salmonella from poultry, Salmonella exposed to food processing
environments may still exhibit some natural antibiotic resistance as a result of biofilm
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formations. The ability of Salmonella isolated from food processing environments and retail
meat samples to form biofilms is well documented and presents an issue for the food industry as
well as public health due to its tenacity and widespread distribution (Joseph et al., 2001;
Stepanović et al., 2004; Solomon et al., 2005; Kim and Wei, 2007). In fact, Vestby et al. (2009)
observed a correlation between the capacity of different Salmonella serovars and strains to form
biofilms with their ability to persist in processing settings. Further testing demonstrated that
persistent strains exhibited increased biofilm forming ability compared to other isolated strains,
suggesting a sort of selection for better biofilm formers in these settings (Vestby et al., 2009).

Biofilm Formation
There are several stages in the life cycle of a biofilm whereupon the component bacterial
cells undergo several changes in phenotypes, gene expression, and protein production to adapt to
changes in their lifestyles as they transition from motile planktonic microorganisms into sessile
communities of cells exhibiting multicellular behavior. This process accounts for the life cycle of
the majority of bacteria found in nature, where planktonic bacteria can essentially be thought of
as displaced individuals searching for new areas to colonize (Costerton et al., 1995; Watnick and
Kolter, 2000). In general, the process proceeds with the initial attachment of planktonic bacteria
to a favorable environmental surface, the clustering of bacteria and formation of cell cluster
microcolonies accompanied by a loss of motility, the growth and development of additional
layering and clusters, and finally the dispersion of new motile planktonic bacteria away from the
clusters to form new colonies (Costerton et al., 1995; Sauer et al., 2002). Changes in the
expression of genes regulating attributes from motility appendages to the production of EPS
compounds enable the biofilm community to initiate the processes of attachment and proceed
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through the stages of biofilm development before finally becoming fully integrated in their
environments (O'Toole et al., 2000). Although the control of biofilm development is governed by
different genetic elements in different organisms, the general process of development is similar
for bacteria ranging from Pseudomonas aeruginosa to Salmonella enterica as they proceed
through the stages of biofilm formation and can be used to generalize the types of genes involved
(Davey and O'Toole, 2000).

Initial Attachment
The initial step in the life cycle of a biofilm is characterized by free-floating planktonic
bacteria traveling through their surroundings. These planktonic cells will subsequently attach to
surfaces in response to favorable environmental cues such as optimal nutrient availability, or as a
reaction to adverse stressors such as exposure to antimicrobials (O'Toole et al., 2000; Jefferson,
2004). Hoffman et al. (2005) demonstrated this defensive aspect of biofilm formation by
exposing Pseudomonas aeruginosa cultures to subinhibitory levels of antibiotics, resulting in
increased production of biofilm pathways and induction of biofilm formation. Reduced nutrient
availability also appears to promote the faster formation of biofilms for some organisms when
compared to cultures grown in more rich media (Dewanti and Wong, 1995; Ryu et al., 2004).
Due to the importance of motility in this stage, the expression of motility appendages and
surface proteins appear to be necessary among many bacterial species (Davey and O'Toole,
2000). These structures, such as flagella controlled by flg, flh, and fli genes, comprise a
prominent structure in many microorganisms, allowing them to swim in liquids and play a
crucial role in biofilm formation (Iino et al., 1988; Guttenplan and Kearns, 2013). In P.
aeruginosa, surface attachment defective (sad) transposon mutants were deficient in either
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flagella synthesis, corresponding with mutations in the flgK flagellum locus, or had issues related
to pil gene loci which govern type IV pili biogenesis; either deficiency would prevent biofilm
formation (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998a, b).
Although the presence of surface motility appendages are important during the
attachment and early growth stages of biofilm formation, the exact role and interactions for
flagella, pili, and others can also vary depending on environmental conditions and the species of
bacteria involved. Under flow chamber conditions using citrate as a carbon source, Klausen et al.
(2003b) observed that a flat P. aeruginosa biofilm was formed without the use of flagella for
attachment, but also noted that it played a role afterwards. Likewise, Pratt and Kolter (1998)
found that type I pili, also known as fimbriae, rather than flagella were critical in the attachment
and interactions of E. coli cells, with fim mutants often wholly unable to attach to abiotic
surfaces. Curli, a type of surface fimbriae governed by csg (curli-specific gene) operons, has also
been found to play a role in the adhesion of E. coli to surfaces in place of flagella (PrigentCombaret et al., 2000).

Transition to Irreversible Attachment and Biofilm Growth
After the initial contact with a suitable surface, planktonic cells undergo a process of
attachment in two stages: 1) reversible attachment where the bacteria may be easily removed by
shear forces and 2) irreversible attachment where the cells complex with the surface and must be
forcefully removed (Palmer et al., 2007). During the reversible attachment stage, the bacteria are
kept in place through a combination of van der Waals, steric, electrostatic, and hydrophobic
interactions, during which cells frequently attach and detach (Garrett et al., 2008). Following this
phase, the cells enter an irreversible attachment stage where a monolayer is formed on the
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surface and cells aggregate together ultimately becoming microcolonies (O'Toole et al., 2000).
This is accomplished through twitching motility where cells utilize type IV pili to crawl across
surfaces, the lack of which prevents successful biofilm formation (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998a;
Semmler et al., 1999). Transitioning between reversible and irreversible attachment involves the
regulation of several genes including the sadB and sadC factors which downregulate the ability
of the cells to swarm and promote biofilm formation in an inverse relationship (Caiazza and
O'Toole, 2004; Caiazza et al., 2007; Merritt et al., 2007). Although a swarming state works
against biofilm formation, this movement can also allow microorganisms to travel to and
colonize favorable niches and later form a biofilm (Verstraeten et al., 2008). The lap genes,
discovered by Hinsa et al. (2003), are associated with an ATP-binding cassette transporter and
are also required in the transition from reversible to irreversible attachment.
With the cells clustered and microcolonies formed, the nascent biofilm continues to
expand, undergoing cell growth and the development of complex structures and habitats within
the biofilm. As the bacteria grow and divide, they excrete extracellular polymeric substances,
stabilizing the biofilm against its substrate and encasing its constituent members in a scaffolding
matrix and giving it structure (Czaczyk and Myszka, 2007). This development is mediated by the
use of cell-to-cell signaling between organisms within the biofilm as they release extracellular
regulatory signals, activating genes for the production of EPS along with other products and
aiding the process of differentiation between microcolonies within the biofilm (Davies et al.,
1998; Waters et al., 2008). Pores and channels form within the biofilm, transporting oxygen,
water, and nutrients while also acting as conduits for the removal of waste products and forming
a mushroom-like structure (Tolker-Nielsen and Molin, 2000; Klausen et al., 2003a). Overall, the
biofilm becomes an efficient and stable community of bacteria living together in mutual benefit.
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After the establishment of a permanent biofilm formation, eventually a number of motile cells
leave through openings in the biofilm, revert to planktonic cells, and begin the process over
again (Sauer et al., 2002).

Salmonella Biofilm Formation
As motile organisms, Salmonella species use its cell surface protein structures to aid in
biofilm formation. Planktonic Salmonella cells primarily use their flagella for the purposes of
movement and for bacterial swarming, situations generally opposed to biofilm formation (Wang
et al., 2004). However, during the invasion of a host, flagella have been found to be necessary for
Salmonella to attach to host cells. For the colonization of the gallbladder and of gallstones,
flagella, with the fliC gene in particular, have been found to mediate the initial binding of
cholesterol-coated surfaces (Prouty et al., 2002; Crawford et al., 2010). Mutant Salmonella
strains defective for the major flagellar subunit, motility, and chemotaxis have also been also
been shown to result in a decrease in attachment to poultry gut cells (Allen-Vercoe and
Woodward, 1999).
In addition to flagella, various types of fimbriae play a crucial role in Salmonella
attachment with type I and thin aggregative fimbriae playing an important role in attachment and
biofilm formation. Type I fimbriae are characterized by their ability to cause hemagglutination in
a mannose-dependent manner and are associated with possessing adhesive properties (Clegg and
Gerlach, 1987). Austin et al. (1998) observed type I fimbriae working in conjunction with thin
aggregative fimbriae in attachment to both hydrophobic (Teflon) and hydrophilic (stainless steel)
food contact surfaces. These aggregated cells could easily be sloughed off and serve as sources
of cross contamination in food processing environments (Austin et al., 1998). Type I fimbriae are
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also required in the formation of biofilms on animal cells as demonstrated by Ledeboer et al.
(2006) with their study applying biofilm mutants to HEp-2 and murine intestinal tissue.
The other major type of fimbriae associated with biofilm development in Salmonella is
curli. Curli are thin coiled cell surface amyloids which can interact with a wide variety of
bacterial cell matrix proteins and has roles in surface adhesion as well as in infection through
interactions with major histocompatibility complex molecules (Olsén et al., 1998). Found in a
highly conserved fashion in both Salmonella and E. coli, curli fibers interchangeably termed as
thin aggregative fimbriae (Tafi) with production controlled by the csg gene cluster (agf)
(Römling et al., 1998). Curli, along with cellulose, predominate as the major part of the
extracellular matrix of Salmonella biofilms (Zogaj et al., 2001). Both biopolymers are required
for optimum biofilm and pellicle formation, synergistically providing resistance against
antimicrobials as well as granting long term survival capabilities, allowing 10% Salmonella to
survive nine months in storage conditions (Solano et al., 2002; White et al., 2006).
Overall, multiple processes of biofilm formation are directed by the transcriptional
regulator csgD which acts on multiple downstream targets and regulates curli production,
cellulose production, and other products. Belonging to the FixJ/UhpA/LuxR family of regulators,
csgD activates the production of curli fibers by directly interacting with and positively regulating
the csgBA operon which then encodes the CsgA and CsgB protein subunits that join to produce
curli (Barnhart and Chapman, 2006; Zakikhany et al., 2010). Concurrently, csgD also directly
interacts with the adrA promoter region, leading to the coding of a GGDEF domain protein. and
subsequent production of the signal molecule cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP) (Verstraeten et
al., 2008; Zakikhany et al., 2010). C-di-GMP then binds to the regulatory BcsB region of the
cellulose synthase and acts as an allosteric activator of cellulose synthase, promoting cellulose
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production (García et al., 2004; Römling et al., 2005). C-di-GMP also inhibits the production and
rotation of flagellum, establishing csgD’s role in promoting biofilm formation (Ogasawara et al.,
2011).

Advantages of Biofilm Formation
The aggregation of bacteria into biofilms confers numerous beneficial advantages to the
organisms residing within during the change from an originally singular planktonic life to a
multicellular symbiotic community. In terms of raw materials, aqueous environments tend to
concentrate nutrients near solid surfaces. Therefore the formation of an attached biofilm allows
better access to food (Dunne, 2002). Organisms within biofilms also experience higher levels of
gene exchange, increasing genetic diversity and increasing overall fitness (Hausner and Wuertz,
1999; Molin and Tolker-Nielsen, 2003). Finally, the most important aspect from a public health
perspective is the ability of biofilms to resist antimicrobial action. The first significant barrier to
effective antibiotic treatment of biofilms is the EPS matrix surrounding the cells. This dense
medium of various organic biopolymers hinders the diffusion of antimicrobials, as they are
exposed to deactivating compounds or bind to the matrix (Mah and O'Toole, 2001; Fux et al.,
2005). Cells in the biofilm can also excrete protective compounds such as catalases which
subsequently diffuse throughout the EPS, neutralizing damage from hydrogen peroxide and other
agents, as well as protecting other bacterial cells and creating a synergistic effect between
different organisms excreting different compounds (Elkins et al., 1999; Stewart et al., 2000).
Furthermore, exposure to antibiotics can result in the upregulation of proteins such as βlactamases and efflux pumps within the cells, reducing potential damage (Bagge et al., 2004;
Matsumura et al., 2011). In fact, Baugh et al. (2012) demonstrate that chemical disruption of
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multidrug efflux pumps in Salmonella resulted in a halt in curli production and resulted in a
significant reduction in biofilm formation.

The Biofilm Matrix
One of the most unique aspects of biofilms and perhaps the most crucial characteristic of
bacterial biofilms is the matrix of extracellular polymeric substances spread throughout the
biofilm and surrounding every microorganism. The EPS matrix acts as the main setting with
which each microorganism within the biofilm can directly and indirectly interact with other cells,
its local microenvironment, and the outer environment as a whole (Flemming et al., 2007). In
fact, when studying hydrated Pseudomonas and Vibrio biofilms using scanning confocal laser
microscopy, Lawrence et al. (1991) concluded that only a small proportion of the biofilm area
was actually comprised of the cells themselves, with between 73 and 98% of the biofilm area
being comprised of EPS and pore spaces. The EPS matrix is composed of multiple biopolymers
including polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids as well as metabolic products such
as enzymes from its member cells and materials picked up from the surrounding environment
(Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Each of these different components works together to form a
sophisticated synergistic network and provides the biofilm microbial consortia a successful
existence.
The EPS matrix provides many roles for its biofilm community including benefits in
durability, protection, nutrient transport, hydration, and housing, giving architectural and
structural support. Many different types of morphologies can be exhibited by biofilms depending
on the types of EPS products including smooth and flat, rough, fluffy, and filamentous
formations, allowing for different habitats for the microorganisms internally (Flemming and
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Wingender, 2010). The shear rate of fluid passing over the biofilm as well as the nutrient
availability can also cause changes in biofilm morphology as the cells adapt to shifting
environmental conditions (Stoodley et al., 1998). Pores and water channels are present
throughout the EPS matrix, allowing for the management of nutrient and water flow with
channels flowing over clusters of cells, sometimes with liquid flowing against bulk flow
(Stoodley and Lewandowski, 1994). Oxygen can also be efficiently distributed through the voids
between the cell clusters, providing a much needed resource for cells located deeper within the
biofilm structure (De Beer et al., 1994).
Different species of bacteria may cluster together as islets of microcolonies, each
contributing to the EPS with different products and creating compartmentalized
microenvironments favorable for their survival (Xiao et al., 2012). Møller et al. (1998) tagged
different species of Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter with green fluorescent protein and found
the microcolonies to be spatially distributed with different organisms dominating at different
stratum levels, sometimes even creating enclaves with clusters of one species surrounding
another. When exposed to antimicrobials, microorganisms can adapt by changing their spatial
layout in relation to others to increase resistance, working synergistically to increase overall
survivability (Leriche et al., 2003; Burmølle et al., 2006). Lawrence et al. (1991) also found that
Pseudomonas biofilms exhibited tighter clustering at their attachment sites with less density
towards their outer surfaces, while Vibro biofilms displayed the opposite, demonstrating
differences in structural growth between species. Within the biofilm, membrane vesicles are
excreted in these zones to alter their environments as well as aiding in communication via
quorum sensing and protection through the binding and inactivation of antimicrobials (Schooling
and Beveridge, 2006; Kulp and Kuehn, 2010).
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Biofilm Polysaccharides
As one of the most versatile types of biopolymers, polysaccharides make up a major
element of the EPS matrix and play a variety of roles within it. This includes adhesion of cells to
the EPS matrix as well as of the biofilm to its attaching substrate; protection against
environmental effects, predators, and antimicrobials; and structurally in providing the framework
for microbial microcolonies and subpopulations within the biofilm as well as the network of
nutrient and water flow channels (Limoli et al., 2015). Production of the polysaccharide cellulose
has been shown to be a major contributor in the formation of pellicle type biofilms as well as in
providing roles in providing resistance to antimicrobials and in cell adhesion (Spiers et al., 2003;
Limoli et al., 2015). Cellulose, produced by the bcs (bacterial cellulose synthesis) operon, is the
major polysaccharide component of Salmonella biofilms, interacting with curli in the
extracellular matrix to provide structure and supporting cell adhesion, especially in Salmonella
pellicles (Zogaj et al., 2001). Solano et al. (2002) observed cellulose production to be common
among Salmonella serovars, that cellulose conferred strong resistance against chlorine treatment,
and that the inability to produce cellulose severely hindered the ability for Salmonella to produce
biofilms. Salmonella also produces an extracellular O-antigen polysaccharide, controlled by yih
genes and regulated by csgD, which aids the biofilm in persisting through desiccation stress
(Gibson et al., 2006). Both cellulose and the O-antigen polysaccharide have been linked to
Salmonella’s ability to attach and colonize plants and plant food products (Barak et al., 2007).
In P. aeruginosa biofilms, the Psl, Pel, and alginate polysaccharides have been implicated
in having a critical role in attachment and structure (Friedman and Kolter, 2004; Limoli et al.,
2015). Colvin et al. (2012) found that in non-mucoid Pseudomonas biofilms, Psl and Pel are used
as the main components in the structural matrix, but that the lack of Psl severely affected the
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ability of cells to attach. Furthermore, they concluded that different strains utilized Psl and Pel at
varying levels, hypothesizing that the differences served as adaptations to environmental niches
(Colvin et al., 2012). Meanwhile in mucoid biofilms, alginate predominates as the main
polysaccharide and has been shown to provide significantly increased resistance to
antimicrobials and host immune responses, a significant issue in medical settings as mucoid P.
aeruginosa is a major cause of cystic fibrosis (Hentzer et al., 2001; Leid et al., 2005). Alginate
also plays a structural role, greatly increasing the volume of the biofilm as well as giving it
additional architectural complexity and enhanced microcolony formation (Hentzer et al., 2001;
Nivens et al., 2001).

Biofilm Issues in Food Processing
The ability of bacteria to form biofilms throughout natural and manmade environments
presents an issue to humans across many disciplines. In the sphere of public health, pathogens
may enter into public water supplies and become incorporated into biofilms, potentially causing
illnesses especially in developing countries and areas where the water supply is unreliable
(Wingender and Flemming, 2011; Kumpel and Nelson, 2013). In medicine, pathogens can form
biofilms and cause chronic diseases such as cystic fibrosis and pneumonia as well as form on
medical devices including catheters and other implants, often causing cases of sepsis as a result
(Donlan, 2002; Wolcott and Ehrlich, 2008; Francolini and Donelli, 2010). For the food industry,
the formation of biofilms by pathogens is a major concern as food processing environments can
be seen as ideal environments for biofilm formation if proper cleaning and hygienic standards are
not followed (Holah and Kearney, 1992). Food processing environments can provide a consistent
source of nutrients and water from the food products being processed, a variety of surfaces and
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material types to colonize including hard to clean areas such as drains and pipes, and even the
initial inoculation event with bacteria initiating the process of colonizing equipment between
scheduled disinfection times (Carpentier and Cerf, 1993). Inadequate sanitation processes can be
seen as one of the chief causes for biofilm formation by allowing for the soiling of equipment
and aiding in initial biofilm attachment (Chmielewski and Frank, 2003). Additionally, direct
damage can be caused by biofilms containing acid-producing bacteria through corrosion of
equipment and pipes (Flint and Wolfaardt, 2012).
Contamination caused by pathogenic bacteria from sources such as biofilms can also
cause a significant economic impact if an outbreak occurs. Once an outbreak has occurred and
the source determined, often the company involved issues a recall of the product. This has
become a regular occurrence with 18 food-related recalls happening in just July of 2018, with 6
linked to foodborne pathogens, 5 of which were because of Salmonella (FDA, 2018). A 2011
report by the Grocery Manufacturer’s Association, a food industry trade association representing
some of the largest companies in the food industry, found that 48% of the recalls made for health
and safety reasons cost up to $9 million, 29% between $10 and $29 million, and the remainder
above $30 million (GMA, 2011). Additional economic damage can be caused through the
decrease in consumer trust if the public perception decreases due to outbreaks and requires
tremendous effort by management to resolve (Doeg, 1995; Kaptan et al., 2017). In 2013-2014, a
massive multistate outbreak of Salmonella Heidelberg linked to Foster Farms chicken occurred,
causing a total number of 634 cases across 29 states and Puerto Rico with over 200
hospitalizations (CDC, 2014). The resulting widespread news coverage, lawsuits, and bad
publicity led to Foster Farms launching a new food safety program, improving protocols and
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equipment to minimize Salmonella and restore public trust in their products, costing $75 million
in total (Gabbett, 2015).
The formation of biofilms during food processing can serve as a persistent source of
pathogens, allowing for the cross-contamination of food products between initial processing and
further processed goods (Lillard, 1990; Reij et al., 2004; Brooks and Flint, 2008). In the poultry
industry, multiple flocks of birds from diverse production areas and varying levels of Salmonella
are processed sequentially, creating the possibility of cross contamination of pathogens from one
flock to another (Rasschaert et al., 2008). Through the use of serotyping, plasmid profile typing,
and phage typing on several control points in the poultry processing line, Olsen et al. (2003) was
able to follow the cross contamination of different flocks moving through the processing plant
and found that contamination could even be carried back to the farms through poor cleaning of
cages. Salmonella and other pathogens may be distributed during multiple steps of poultry
processing. After exsanguination, the birds enter a scalding tank of hot water to loosen their
feathers, after which the feathers are removed using high speed rotating rubber fingers in the
plucking stage. This is followed by the evisceration step that removes the gastrointestinal tract of
the birds before the birds are cleaned and held in a large shared chiller tank before finally being
packaged and shipped out or moved on to be further processed (Owens et al., 2000). These steps
may cause cross contamination events through aerosols during the picking stage, tearing of the
gastrointestinal tract or transfers from the skin during evisceration, through the sharing of
communal tanks in the scalding and chilling stages, or through direct contact with contaminated
equipment (Keener et al., 2004; Carrasco et al., 2012). If proper cleaning and sanitization
regimens are not followed, bacteria may attach to equipment during any of these steps, forming
biofilms and serving as future sources of cross contamination.
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Surface Materials
The setting of a processing plant provides numerous opportunities for bacteria to colonize
a variety of surface materials. Steel, plastic, and rubber may be found on processing equipment,
while the plant itself offers concrete walls, metal pipes and drains, and glass windows, all of
which may include difficult to clean crevices and cracks (Corcoran et al., 2013). In attaching to a
new surface, several properties must be taken into account including surface roughness, hygienic
status and hydrophobicity, as well as the surrounding environmental conditions (Van Houdt and
Michiels, 2010). In general, more hydrophobic surfaces with higher surface free energies, as well
as surfaces with a rougher texture seem to enhance the initial attachment stage, increasing the
likelihood for bacteria to colonize the surface with Salmonella found to attach better to plastic
followed by rubber followed by stainless steel (Sinde and Carballo, 2000; Donlan, 2002). As
food processing equipment undergoes strenuous conditions and repeated abrasive cleaning cycles
use over time, their surfaces become rougher and harbor a more favorable environment for
trapping bacteria and media from the processing procedure (Chmielewski and Frank, 2003). This
media can then coat the exposed surface and create a conditioning film of polymers and other
organic materials over time and affect the ability of bacteria to later attach (Donlan, 2002).
Brown et al. (2014) reported that chicken juice derived from meat exudates from processing
enhanced the ability of bacteria to attach to stainless steel coupons in addition to promoting
biofilm development.
The properties of the material in contact with colonizing bacteria can affect initial
attachment and subsequent biofilm growth. As stainless steel is the major component of most
processing equipment, it also acts as the surface type food products would have the most contact
with along the line. The most common types of stainless steel used in the food industry are of
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austenitic grades 304 and 316 chosen for their stability at processing temperatures, ease of
cleaning, and resistance to corrosion (Van Houdt and Michiels, 2010). In a study comparing
biofilm formation on stainless steel against plastics and cement, the biofilm formed on steel
exhibited a greater than 1-log decrease in cell density when compared to the plastic and similar
densities as the cement (Joseph et al., 2001). Additionally, the finishing of the steel surface can
play a role in bacterial colonization and biofilm formation. Schlisselberg and Yaron (2013)
studied the influence of four types of stainless steel finishing on biofilm formation by
Salmonella. Coupons were either mechanically brush polished by hand, cold rolled as Bright
annealed stainless steel, or electro-polished via immersion in an electrolyte with a running
current. When compared to untreated coupons, they found that the electro-polished coupons were
colonized slower and responded better to sanitation (Schlisselberg and Yaron, 2013). Compared
to other materials such as plastic compounds and rubber, stainless steel possesses a lower
hydrophobicity and therefore provides a less favorable environment for bacterial attachment
(Sinde and Carballo, 2000). However, Arnold and Silvers (2000) concluded that the rubber
fingers used during the plucking stage of poultry processing resisted attachment of bacteria and
inhibited biofilm formation but also stated that if the fingers became worn, cracked, or covered
in organic material, they could act as a favorable site for growth.

Biofilm Prevention and Treatment
Due to the tremendous costs and consequences associated with foodborne outbreaks if
pathogenic bacteria are allowed to contaminate food, great care is taken by government agencies
and the food industry to remove biofilms before additional contamination occurs. If allowed to
mature and persist, biofilms may become extremely difficult to remove using common
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disinfectants, and therefore efforts must be made to eliminate biofilms before they become
established (Corcoran et al., 2013). Government regulations require the implementation of
regulations such as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs), which in terms of food safety,
require companies to enforce good sanitation practices by keeping employees trained, proper
maintenance to be performed, and perform regular validated testing methods to decrease the
chances of issues (FDA, 2005). In addition, Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)
systems must be implemented which attempt to prevent food safety issues by identifying and
targeting control points within the processing chain which can be monitored and samples
analyzed to eliminate food safety hazards (FDA, 1997). These steps help decrease the chances of
biofilms forming by ensuring proper sanitation steps are created and followed regularly with
through cleaning recommended before sanitation (FDA, 2004). Good equipment design to
minimize contact with products and facilitates cleaning can also help in the prevention of
bacterial attachment (Van Houdt and Michiels, 2010).
Contamination within the processing line is generally checked using standard sampling
techniques. Swab and sponge sampling of the equipment and of the general processing
environment can be done regularly to check for microbial contamination, but due to the tight
adhesion of biofilms to their surfaces, may not be enough and require the use of techniques such
as ultrasonication (Oulahal-Lagsir et al., 2000; Wirtanen et al., 2000). These samples are then
sent to the laboratory where they can be measured using standard plate enumeration or more
rapid methods such as qPCR. Another method for detection and checking for sanitation efficacy
is the ATP bioluminescence test which can rapidly yield results in 5 to 10 minutes by measuring
ATP through a swab test (Chmielewski and Frank, 2003). Fluorescent imaging may also be used
to detect biofilms with possible future handheld devices which may be brought in proximity to
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the line and used to inspect at risk areas for targeted sanitation (Jun et al., 2010). With the
detection of pathogens, additional attention could be given to those areas and pieces of
equipment during subsequent sanitation cycles or Cleaning-in-Place (CIP) routines to prevent
development. However, care must be taken during CIP to ensure that bacteria detached from up
the line don’t reattach themselves further down the line (Le Gentil et al., 2010).
Once contamination has been identified, treatments and cleaning must be applied to the
area. Traditional antimicrobial sanitizing agents used in the food industry include halogens such
as hypochlorite, peroxygens like hydrogen peroxide, acids such as PAA, and quaternary
ammonium compounds (Chmielewski and Frank, 2003). Chlorine is a commonly used
antimicrobial agent, being administrated at up to 50 ppm in the wash and chiller steps of poultry
processing (Keener et al., 2004). However, it has been shown to have decreased efficacy in the
presence of particles and dirt such as that which can be found in processing environments where
biofilms are likely to form (Van Houdt and Michiels, 2010). Additionally, the production of
cellulose in Salmonella has been linked to increased chlorine resistance (Solano et al., 2002).
Corcoran et al. (2013) found that applying sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide, and
benzalkonium chloride to a week old Salmonella biofilm were able to reduce viable counts, but
none were able to completely destroy the biofilm. Steenackers et al. (2012) suggests that because
biofilms often host multiple cell types, combining disinfectant treatments may end up being more
effective at eradication. Studies have shown that even if the biofilm resists being killed off by
treatments of disinfectants, the biofilm’s attachment strength is decreased, allowing for easier
removal in repeated cleaning cycles (Eginton et al., 1998). Gibson et al. (1999) recommended
intense scrubbing or other mechanical action along with a high-pressure water spray followed by
sanitation to effectively remove biofilms along with detergent in the water to reduce aerosols.
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In addition to traditional sanitation methods, more novel methods exist and new
processes are being developed and tested to remove biofilms. Enzymes such as proteases,
glycosidases, and cellulases present an interesting approach towards biofilm removal by
attacking the components of the EPS matrix that house the biofilm (Johansen et al., 1997;
Chaignon et al., 2007). The use of bacteriophages may also be useful as they can infiltrate
through the EPS matrix and disrupt the biofilm as well as aid in preventing initial colonization
(Endersen et al., 2014). They may even be biologically engineered to enzymatically attack
biofilms (Lu and Collins, 2007). Nanoparticles present another interesting path as they may be
modified by researchers to create composite with additional properties (Rai et al., 2016). Finally,
there is an increasing popularity in using compounds such as essential oils as an alternative to
chemical treatments due to increasing consumer demand for natural products (Valeriano et al.,
2012).

Conclusions
The natural state of microorganisms is to tend towards existing as stable bacterial
communities in biofilm formations rather than motile planktonic individuals. As biofilm
communities, microorganisms experience the benefits of increased protection against harsh
environments and antimicrobial compounds, better and more efficient nutrient management, and
increased fitness through the exchange of genetic information with its neighbors within cells
clusters. When the microorganism is a foodborne pathogen like Salmonella enterica, this can
pose an issue from a public health as well as an economic perspective if any illnesses occur due
to contamination of food processing environments or cross contamination across production
groups. Because of this, there is a need both among food industry safety specialists as well as
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public health officials to address the issue by better understanding the underlying mechanisms
behind them and think up new ways to prevent and treat biofilm formations to prevent illnesses
from occurring.
The formation of a biofilm structure occurs through several steps, each governed by
different underlying genetic mechanisms and stages of development. Starting from planktonic
organisms, cells proceed from reversible attachment through irreversible attachment followed by
biofilm growth and finally dispersion of new cells. Throughout these stages, different
components predominate, with motility proteins such as flagella and pili initially positioning the
cells for attachment to favorable surfaces. This is followed by the downregulation of these
flagellar genes as cells transition from reversible to irreversible attachment. Finally, the biofilm
grows as extracellular matrix components such as curli and cellulose for Salmonella are
synthesized and released. Each of these stages could act as a potential target for prevention and
treatment of a biofilm by either targeting the biofilm itself or creating unfavorable environmental
conditions to discourage attachment or growth.
Additionally, research on Salmonella biofilms usually only look at a few strains within a
serovar during biofilm formation and apply their findings in a broader sense. As different
Salmonella serovars have been shown to be associated with different ecological and hosts, future
research should investigate whether there exist serovar differences in biofilm formation and
survival. This could be used in the development of more targeted treatment approaches to
prevent the initiation of attachment or to create more effective treatment or prevention plans in
the future. Therefore, the objectives for this thesis include investigating the differences between
Salmonella serovars in biofilm formation as well as their treatment and control.
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Abstract
Salmonella serovars, one of the leading contributors to foodborne illness and are
especially problematic for foods that are not cooked before consumption, such as fresh produce.
The shipping containers that are used to transport and store fresh produce may play a role in
cross contamination and subsequent illnesses. However, methods for quantitatively measuring
attached cells are somewhat variable. The overall goal of this study was to compare conventional
plating with molecular methods for quantitating attached representative strains of Salmonella
Typhimurium and Heidelberg on reusable plastic container (RPC) coupons, respectively. We
attached Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium ATCC 14028 and serovar Heidelberg SL486
(parent and an antibiotic resistant marker strain) to plastic coupons (2.54 cm2) derived from
previously used shipping containers by growing for 72 h in tryptic soy broth. The impact of the
concentration of sanitizer on log reductions between unsanitized and sanitized coupons was
evaluated by exposing attached S. Typhimurium cells to 200 ppm and 200,000 ppm sodium
hypochlorite (NaClO). Differences in sanitizer effectiveness between serovars were also
evaluated with attached S. Typhimurium compared to attached S. Heidelberg populations after
being exposed to 200 ppm peracetic acid (PAA). Treatment with NaClO caused an average of
2.73 ± 0.23 log CFU of S. Typhimurium per coupon removed with treatment at 200 ppm while
3.36 ± 0.54 log CFU was removed at 200,000 ppm. Treatment with PAA caused an average of
2.62 ± 0.15 log CFU removed for S. Typhimurium and 1.41 ± 0.17 log CFU for S. Heidelberg
(parent) and 1.61 ± 0.08 log CFU (marker). Lastly, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
used to visualize cell attachment and coupon surface topography. SEM images showed that
remaining attached cell populations were visible even after sanitizer application. Conventional
plating and qPCR yielded similar levels of enumerated bacterial populations indicating a high
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concordance between the two methods. Therefore, qPCR could be used for the rapid
quantification of Salmonella attached on RPC.

Keywords: Salmonella Typhimurium; Salmonella Heidelberg; shipping containers; sanitization;
attachment; fresh produce
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Introduction
Salmonella is a major cause of foodborne illness in the United States (US), resulting in an
estimated 20,000 hospitalizations and 400 deaths per year, the most of any foodborne bacterium
(Scallan et al., 2011). Salmonella is a Gram-negative enteropathogenic bacterium that can cause
a range of illnesses from gastroenteritis to potentially life threatening conditions such as
bacteremia if an infection becomes invasive in at risk population (CDC, 2015b). In 2014, various
Salmonella species caused 10 multistate outbreaks in the US with approximately 1,000 outbreak
cases (CDC, 2015a). One characteristic associated with Salmonella is the ability to form biofilms
as a protective adaptation against environmental challenges, with this being the preferred state in
their natural habitats (Hall-Stoodley et al., 2004; Giaouris et al., 2012).

Biofilms are composed of communities of bacterial cells within an extracellular matrix
that can adhere to biotic as well as abiotic surfaces (Jahid et al., 2015). Aggregation into biofilms
allows these communities to tolerate greater stresses and persist in hostile environments, which
presents a problem to the food industry as potential reservoirs of contamination (Steenackers et
al., 2012; Sadekuzzaman et al., 2015). Numerous studies have been conducted on major
foodborne bacteria known to form biofilms such as Salmonella Typhimurium (Stepanović et al.,
2004; Ban et al., 2012; Veluz et al., 2012; Park and Kang, 2014), Listeria monocytogenes
(Rodriguez and McLandsborough, 2007; Belessi et al., 2011; Hingston et al., 2013), and
Escherichia coli O157:H7 (Wang et al., 2012) to evaluate attachment to abiotic surfaces
including stainless steel and plastics, which are often encountered in food processing and
transportation systems. It can be assumed that these surfaces could pass pathogenic cells to food
products with the sloughing off of cells from biofilm matrices (Jensen et al., 2013).
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It has been suggested that determining the efficacy of sanitizers to remove attached
microorganisms from food storage and transportation equipment will be important to determine
the extent to which attached microorganisms can persist in food processing and shipping
environments (Corcoran et al., 2013; Clayborn et al., 2015). Recent reports have resulted in a
heightened recognition and debate on the risk that may be associated with reusable plastic
containers (RPCs) due to cell attachment, biofilm formation, and fresh produce contamination
(Clayborn et al., 2015; Suslow, 2015). The RPCs can retain considerable levels of bacteria, for
example in survey studies 37.5% and 8.3% of the RPCs from the field contained > log 5
CFU/swab and > log 6 CFU/swab, respectively (Suslow 2015). RPCs are most often used in the
harvesting, processing, packing and shipping of fresh produce, which may be problematic as any
microbial contamination could eventually be transferred to fresh produce (Jensen et al., 2013;
Carrasco et al., 2012). These RPCs are designed for several cycles of use, are often placed
directly on soil, and because of that, there is a potential risk of cross contamination, especially if
not thoroughly sanitized (Sholberg, 2004). A previous report based in Italy indicated that their
RPCs could hypothetically by reused on average, 200 times over a lifetime of 10 years before
being removed from circulation (Levi et al., 2011).

This research is unique in that the RPCs evaluated in this study were previously in the
distribution stream. Upon receipt, some of these containers had visually discernible surface wear,
which may provide a more realistic model for evaluating the efficacy of sanitizer treatments on
containers that have been through several cycles of use, sanitization, and reuse. The challenge
was to adopt and develop methods for direct quantitation of laboratory attached Salmonella to
these complex materials that already contained a background of unidentified bacteria. The
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primary objective of study was to compare standard plating methodology with qPCR for
recovery and quantitation of Salmonella that were attached to these surfaces in the laboratory.
While this was not an attempt to assess the broader aspects of RPC contamination, general
industry sanitizer conditions were simulated as a part of this initial methodology development
study. We chose to look at the best characterized representative strains of two serovars (S.
Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis) that have been identified as commonly observed in Salmonella
outbreaks in produce (Jackson et al., 2013). The quantitative methods represented a comparison
of independent experimental approaches ranging from standard selective plate enumeration of
both serovars, generation of a specific S. Heidelberg marker strain that allowed direct recovery,
and finally a quantitative PCR assay based on primers specific for S. Heidelberg.

Materials and methods
Bacterial growth conditions and marker strain preparation
Isolated colonies of S. Typhimurium ATCC 14028, S. Heidelberg SL486 (parent strain),
or a S. Heidelberg nalidixic acid (NA) resistant marker strain derived from SL486 were added to
5 mL of tryptic soy broth (TSB) (Neogen, Lansing, MI) and incubated for 18 h at 37°C, 110 rpm.
The marker strain was generated by daily subculture of SL486 into growth media containing
increasing amounts of NA over the course of seven days until a final resistance concentration of
20 µg/mL NA was achieved.

Sanitizer preparation
Both sodium hypochlorite (NaClO, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and peracetic acid
(PAA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were prepared by diluting stock sanitizer in sterile
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deionized water to a final concentration of 200 ppm, the maximum residue allowed on food
contact surfaces without further removal (FDA, 2015). Additionally, NaClO was prepared at
200,000 ppm for comparison of effectiveness with 200 ppm.

Coupon preparation and attachment of cells
Coupons of 1 x 1 inch (2.54 x 2.54 cm) size were cut from RPCs provided by a
commercial company using a band saw with uniform coupons without holes selected for use.
Attachment of cells on coupons was based on procedures described previously (Clayborn et al.,
2015) with some modifications. Initially, coupons were scrubbed in distilled water and soaked in
70% ethanol (5 min exposure with agitation) to remove surface contamination. These were
subsequently dried for 2 min and placed in sterile 90 mL specimen cups (Clarity Diagnostics,
Boca Raton, FL) with 40 mL TSB and 0.5 mL of overnight culture for an initial inoculum level
of approximately 107 colony forming units (CFU). Two coupons were placed in each cup with
one designated for sanitization and one remaining unsanitized for comparison. Cups were
incubated at 37°C at 110 rpm for 24 h to initiate RPC surface attachment. Following 24 h
incubation, the coupons were rinsed thoroughly with deionized water to remove planktonic cells,
dried for 2 min, and placed in new sterile specimen cups. Forty mL of new TSB was added to
each cup and the coupons were incubated at 37°C at 110 rpm for 72 h to generate the final
population level of attached bacterial cells.

Bacterial enumeration
Coupons were rinsed with deionized water, dried for 2 min, and transferred to sterile 50
mL centrifuge tubes (VWR, Radnor, PA). Twenty mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4)
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and 3 g of glass beads (3 mm, EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) were added to the tubes to
facilitate removal of attached bacterial cells. Tubes were vigorously shaken for 1 min to remove
attached cells as previously described by Park and Kang (Park and Kang, 2014). Rinsates were
serially diluted with PBS to produce 10-fold diluted samples and spread-plated on tryptic soy
agar plates (Neogen) in duplicate. Non-selective TSA was used to reduce stress caused by
selective agents present in other media. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h to determine the
CFU per coupon.

Sanitizer treatment
Out of the two coupons from each specimen cup, one was designated to be sanitized and
one to remain unsanitized. The unsanitized coupons were removed from their cups and rinsed
with 40 mL of distilled water to remove residual TSB and planktonic cells before proceeding to
bacterial enumeration. The sanitized coupons were first sprayed five times on each side with
43°C tap water to simulate how the RPC would be sprayed with water in a commercial
environment before treatment with sanitizer. Afterwards, they were transferred to cups
containing 150 mL of NaClO at 200 ppm or 200,000 ppm, or to cups containing PAA at 200 ppm
and were subjected to vigorous agitation for 30 s at room temperature. Coupons were
subsequently removed from the sanitizer, dried for 2 min, and enumerated using the previously
described procedure in subsection “bacterial enumeration”. Antibacterial treatments were
performed on five biological replicates for NaClO and on five replicates for PAA.
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DNA extraction and Salmonella confirmation by conventional PCR
Conventional PCR was performed to confirm Salmonella presence in the rinsate. Fifteen
mL of PBS containing detached cells was centrifuged for 10 min at 11,000 rpm and 14 mL of the
supernatant removed. The remaining 1 mL was centrifuged with 950 μL of supernatant removed
to obtain a concentrated DNA sample. Samples were subsequently boiled and placed in ice to
extract DNA from the cells. The PCR reaction volume consisted 1 μL of sample DNA, 500 nM
of each primer (F: TTT GGC GGC GCA GGC GAT TC; R: GCC TCC GCC TCA TCA ATC
CG) (Kim et al., 2006), which amplifies the 423 bp fragment within the genomic DNA of
Salmonella, 10 μL of 2X premix ExTaq (Takara, Mountain View, CA), and 7 μL of distilled
water. The PCR steps included initial denaturation of 94°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s,
60°C for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s followed by a 5 min elongation step at 72°C. The amplified product
was electrophoretically separated on 1% agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer.

DNA extraction and enumeration of S. Heidelberg in rinsate by quantitative PCR
Quantitative PCR with a Mastercycler® ep realplex (Eppendorf, Hauppauge, NY) was
used to quantify detached cells and confirm plate enumerations of the S. Heidelberg samples.
Extraction of DNA from the PBS rinsate containing detached cells was performed with a Qiagen
Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Each duplicate PCR aliquot consisted of 5 μL of
DNA, 500 nM of each primer (F: TGT TTG GAG CAT CAT CAG AA; R: GCT CAA CAT
AAG GGA AGC AA) (Park and Ricke, 2015), 10 μL of SYBR® Premix Ex Taq™ II (Takara,
Shiga, Japan), and nuclease free water to bring to a final reaction volume of 20 μL. Aliquots
were subsequently denatured at 95°C for 2 min and followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s,
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annealing at 60°C for 15 s, and extension at 68°C. Melting curve analysis consisted of an
increasing temperature of 0.5°C per min for 20 min from 60 to 95°C.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging
The evaluation of coupons via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed
based on Clayborn et al. (2015). Briefly, coupons were attached to an aluminum specimen mount
with a double-coated carbon conductive tab (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) and viewed with a
Philips SL 30 ESEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) in a low vacuum mode.

Statistical analysis
Plate counts were performed in duplicate, and the average and standard error log CFU per
coupon were determined by averaging all biological replicates subjected to the same
experimental conditions. A student’s t-test (P ≤ 0.05) was performed to compare differences with
JMP® Genomics 7.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results
Effect of concentration on NaClO sanitizer efficacy on S. Typhimurium
Salmonella Typhimurium ATCC 14028 attached cells were exposed to 200 and 200,000
ppm NaClO treatments and the difference in lethality between concentrations in decreasing cell
numbers was compared (Fig. 1). The S. Typhimurium exposed to 30 s of 200 ppm NaClO
sanitizer exhibited an average baseline cell population of 7.32 ± 0.14 log CFU recovered per
coupon from unsanitized coupons and an average cell population of 4.59 ± 0.14 log CFU
recovered from sanitized coupons for a log reduction of 2.73 ± 0.23 due to sanitizer activity.
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Application of 200,000 ppm sanitizer resulted in baseline cell populations of 6.92 ± 0.31 log
CFU and sanitized treatment counts of 3.57 ± 0.31 log CFU for a reduction of 3.36 ± 0.54 log
CFU per coupon due to sanitizer activity. The log CFU reduction values were significantly
different between the two sanitizer concentrations (P < 0.05).

Response of serovar representative strains to PAA sanitizer efficacy
Salmonella Typhimurium ATCC 14028 and S. Heidelberg SL486 (parent and derivative
marker strain) attached cells were exposed to 200 ppm PAA treatments and the efficacy of
sanitizer was compared between the two serovars (Fig. 2). S. Typhimurium attached cells treated
with 200 ppm PAA sanitizer for 30 s exhibited baseline plate populations of 7.56 ± 0.10 log CFU
per coupon and sanitized coupon cell populations of 4.93 ± 0.13 log CFU for a log reduction of
2.62 ± 0.15. The parent strain of S. Heidelberg attached cells exhibited unsanitized treatment
population levels of 7.19 ± 0.27 log CFU per coupon and sanitized treatment population levels of
5.78 ± 0.13 log CFU for a log reduction of 1.41 ± 0.17. The marker strain yielded an unsanitized
treatment population level of 7.52 ± 0.12 log CFU per coupon, a sanitized treatment population
level of 5.91 ± 0.14 log CFU per coupon, and a log reduction of 1.61 ± 0.08. There was no
significant difference in the reduction rate between parent and the marker strain (P > 0.05)

Salmonella confirmation by PCR
As a non-selective media was used, conventional PCR was used to confirm the presence
of Salmonella on sanitized coupons as well as unsanitized coupons. Samples (PBS rinsates from
bead exposed coupons) were confirmed to consist of Salmonella, regardless of sanitization
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treatment. Each aliquot successfully amplified a 423 bp region of the targeted gene from
Salmonella.

Salmonella Heidelberg enumeration by quantitative PCR
The log CFU per coupon for samples before and after treatment with PAA (200 ppm) for
30 s was also evaluated using qPCR to confirm the cell number on each coupon. The efficiency
and correlation coefficient (R2) obtained from the standard curves were 96% and 0.998,
respectively. Based on the qPCR analysis, the average log population of the parent strain was
6.12 ± 0.26 log CFU/coupon (unsanitized coupon) and 5.52 ± 0.22 log CFU/coupon (sanitized
coupon) for PAA treatment (200 ppm for 30 s). In case of the marker strain, before and after log
populations with PAA treatment were 7.07 ± 0.21 and 6.26 ± 0.17 log CFU/coupon, respectively
(Table 1).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
Scanning electron microscopy images were generated from selected coupons throughout
the experimental process. An inoculated S. Typhimurium coupon was examined by SEM to
evaluate the topography of the coupons (Fig. 3A). Cells were shown to be attached following 72
h of growth (Fig. 3B) with the attached cell matrix revealed upon additional magnification (Fig.
3C). Some residues appeared to remain following sanitization with 200 ppm PAA (Fig. 3D).

Discussion
Both NaClO and PAA are representative sanitizers commonly used to disinfect
equipment/utensil including plastic containers and other food contact surfaces in the food
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industry (Park and Ricke, 2015; Fukuzaki, 2006; Pflug, 2000; Rossoni and Gaylarde, 2000).
Previous studies have investigated the efficacy of these sanitizers for removal of attached cells
from a variety of possible food contact surfaces from stainless steel to concrete to the produce
itself (Corcoran et al., 2014; Srey et al., 2014; Kostaki et al., 2012; Patel and Sharma, 2010).
These studies are difficult to compare due to the different materials tested as well as the
contrasting experimental approaches that have been used among laboratories (Corcoran et al.,
2014). However, based on the current study, usage of these sanitizers with protocols derived
from industry standards (IFCO, 2014) appears to be insufficient for removal of all laboratory
attached Salmonella cells from the RPCs (Fig. 1 and 2). Even when NaClO was applied at a level
a thousand times greater (200,000 ppm) than the recommended concentration (200 ppm), the
reduction in S. Typhimurium population between treated and untreated samples was only
increased by 0.63 log CFU. The ability of the attached Salmonella cells to persist in even when
exposed to such a high concentration highlights the necessity of maintaining clean containers and
preventing attachment from occurring.

Some potential differences in sanitizer effectiveness between the strain of S.
Typhimurium and the strain of S. Heidelberg were also observed. S. Typhimurium attached cells
exhibited a tenfold greater reduction due to sanitizer than the S. Heidelberg cells (Fig. 2). This
result suggests that there may be differences in sanitizer effectiveness against S. Typhimurium
and S. Heidelberg. However, more strains of each serovar would need to be tested to confirm this
as being a serovar difference. Different serovars of Salmonella are known to associate with
different poultry products (Foley et al., 2011) as well as exhibit differences in attachment to
produce (Patel and Sharma, 2010; Shi et al., 2007). This indicates that there may be differences
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between serovars due to adapting to different environments as González-Gil et al. (2012) found
with different serovars showing differences in virulence gene responses while under acid stress.
It is possible that this specific strain was particularly resistant to the activity of PAA which
highlights the issue of different bacterial contaminants on RPCs possibly requiring different
treatments. Thus, introduction of effective interventions or multiple hurdles in the sanitization
stages with the use of several sanitizers with different modes of action may be necessary to
eliminate attached cells from plastic shipping containers. These methods along with different
bacterial strains and serovars combined as a mixture or cocktail of serovars would probably need
to be employed for routine testing to ensure maximum efficacy of a corresponding sanitizer
against a range of possible Salmonella responses.

In general, recovered populations were not significantly different between the two
enumeration methods (conventional plating method and qPCR) indicating a high concordance
between two methods. Only one case (parent strain for unsanitized coupon) resulted in a minimal
difference (P = 0.02). Some variations of means were observed; however, most of the data
exhibited similar bacterial cell populations. Some variance of means was to be expected because
the two methods are based on different targets, namely recovery of viable cells versus DNA.

The SEM images demonstrated that residues and bacterial cells remained after sanitizer
treatment and mechanical agitation (Fig. 3). The SEM images revealed the extent to which these
plastic materials are a potential reservoir for microbial contamination. Coupons appeared to be
rough and worn after many cycles of use thus providing a potentially better environment for
Salmonella to attach. The coupons evaluated in this study consisted of a diverse topography with
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considerable variation in the surface characteristics. Any microbial populations that became
embedded into these cracks could potentially escape the action of sanitizers and provide a
reservoir, which after repeated contact with food products, may lead to consumer illness and a
lower overall product yield. This is consistent with the previous surveys of RPC used in the field,
where RPCs contained > log 5 CFU/swab (9 out of 24 or 37.5% of the RPCs) and > log 6
CFU/swab (2 out of 24 or 8.3%) (Suslow, 2015). These results suggest that RPC surfaces could
play an important role in cross-contamination of bacteria to the corresponding food products
transported in RPCs. RPCs which escape full cleaning where dirt and organic matter remain may
protect any organisms which are attached. Nyeleti et al. (2004) observed that Salmonella enterica
appeared to survive better against ultraviolet radiation treatment on stainless steel surfaces after
coating with bovine serum albumin. In the current study, treatment with 200 ppm NaClO and
PAA caused an average of 2.73 and 2.62 log CFU of S. Typhimurium, respectively. For S.
Heidelberg, only a 1.41 and 1.61 log reduction was obtained with 200 ppm PAA. If an RPC
contains more than 3 log CFU/coupon of the respective pathogenic bacteria, they may not be
entirely eliminated with current industry methods for sanitizing containers. Indeed, the attached
Salmonella cells were recovered with standard plating methods and confirmed visually upon
SEM examination.

In summary, it appears that standard food contact surface sanitizers may be insufficient
for eradicating microorganisms from certain food equipment surfaces (Corcoran et al., 2014),
and that these surfaces should be evaluated to develop proper risk assessments and subsequently
reduce foodborne illness. Due to the nature of fresh produce, contamination may enter a supply
system and increase the likelihood of cross contamination while in storage and during
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transportation if microorganisms are allowed to attach to containers (Suslow, 2015; Galiş et al.,
2013; Lundén et al., 2000). The attachment of bacterial cells on food contact surfaces such as
RPCs is especially concerning from a food safety aspect for food items such as fresh produce as
these foods do not undergo a heat treatment step during preparation that occurs in other food
products such as meat (Lynch et al., 2009). However, predictive modeling and risk assessment
may be difficult for these shipping containers due to the variability of the RPC surfaces among a
set of containers which may affect attachment and cleaning efficacy. Future studies should
compare the level of bacterial cell attachment and sanitizer efficacy against completely new
RPCs versus RPCs after different cycles of reuse. Future research must also focus on a variety of
conditions that mimic fluctuating environmental conditions such as those brought about by
temperature or humidity due to seasonal changes (Ward et al., 2015). The environments in which
the containers are exposed should also be assessed to determine factors (high-risk areas,
environmental contamination, among others) that may impact container handling equipment as
well as contamination occurring during transportation and microbial interactions since many
factors can contribute to cell attachment (Corcoran et al., 2014; Veluz et al., 2012). Additionally,
research should be performed to examine various aspects of transfer rates from attached cells on
shipping containers to fresh produce. Finally, field studies to determine the prevalence of
foodborne pathogens before and after sanitation are needed to assess the frequency and potential
risk.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that qPCR could offer a reasonable estimate to quantify
Salmonella populations attached on RPC when compared with standard plating methodology.
The distinct attribute of qPCR is that it represents a much more rapid quantification method
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(requiring time for whole process: < 4 h) since no further confirmation step is needed. This may
be important for the produce and food industry to routinely screen the contamination levels of
bacteria to assure limited exposure to cross contamination of their products during manufacturing,
transportation and distribution. Thus, it appears that molecular quantification can be utilized for
the rapid quantification of Salmonella and other foodborne pathogens attached on RPC and may
also be helpful for maintaining hygienic quality of RPC as well as food safety of products which
are in contact with RPCs.
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Figure 2.1. Average log CFU Salmonella Typhimurium ATCC 14028 cell populations recovered
from unsanitized and sanitized coupons treated with 200 ppm and 200,000 ppm sodium
hypochlorite (NaClO) (n =5). Different letters above each bar indicate statistically significant
differences between values (P < 0.05).
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Figure 2.2. Average log CFU Salmonella Heidelberg SL486 (parent and marker) and Salmonella
Typhimurium ATCC 14028 cell populations recovered from unsanitized and sanitized coupons
treated with 200 ppm peracetic acid (PAA) (n =5). Different letters above each bar indicate
statistically significant differences between values (P < 0.05).
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66
Figure 2.3. Scanning electron microscopy images of (A) an uninoculated reusable plastic containers (RPC) coupon, (B) attached cells
prior to sanitization, (C) attached cells at a higher magnification, and (D) a RPC coupon post sanitization with 200 ppm peracetic acid
(PAA) and attached cell removal.
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Table 2.1. Quantitative PCR and plate log population comparisons of S. Heidelberg parent and
marker strains on reusable plastic container (RPC) coupons
Unsanitized coupon

Sanitized coupon*

Strain
Plating

qPCR

Plating

qPCR

Parent strain

7.19 ± 0.27a

6.12 ± 0.26b

5.78 ± 0.13

5.52 ± 0.22

Marker strain

7.52 ± 0.12

7.07 ± 0.21

5.91 ± 0.14

6.26 ± 0.17

*

Treated with 200 ppm of peracetic acid (PAA) for 30 s
Results are expressed as the mean ± standard error (n = 5)
a-b
Different letters indicates significant difference in recovered population between two
enumeration methods within each strain (P < 0.05)
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Abstract
The draft genome sequences of four Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis and Kentucky
isolates were evaluated for biofilm formation and antibiotic resistance. The Salmonella serovar
Kentucky strains CFS84 and CFS85 and Salmonella serovar Enteritidis strains CFS86 and
CFS87 were isolated from retail poultry sources in Arkansas.
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Genome Announcement
Salmonella enterica remains one of the most common foodborne pathogens causing
illnesses leading to numerous hospitalizations and causing millions of dollars in health care costs
and productivity losses (Scallan et al., 2011; Minor et al., 2015). Within the food industry,
Salmonella spp. have been shown to possess the ability to form biofilms on processing
equipment (Arnold and Silvers, 2000; Chia et al., 2009). This ability can confer resistance to
disinfection and allow bacteria to persist over time and serve as a reservoir for future
contamination (Vestby et al., 2009). Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis is one of the primary
serovars associated with human illnesses in the United States and is often associated with the
consumption of contaminated poultry products (Foley et al., 2011). S. enterica serovar Kentucky
has been identified as one of the more commonly isolated serovars from poultry production and
often possesses a multidrug resistance phenotype (Foley et al., 2011). Although S. Kentucky has
been affiliated with fewer hospitalizations than other Salmonella serovars, it has demonstrated
the ability to obtain and spread plasmids that contribute to increased virulence and colonization
in poultry (Johnson et al., 2010). These abilities could become problematic if the strains are
allowed to persist in processing and storage environments.

Four strains of S. enterica isolated from retail poultry carcasses from Arkansas were
sequenced (Melendez et al., 2010) (Table 1). Of these, two (CFS84 and CFS85) belonged to
serovar Kentucky and two to serovar Enteritidis (CFS86 and CFS87). Phenotypic testing of the
S. Enteritidis strains showed wild-type morphologies and biofilm growth, while the S. Kentucky
strains exhibited morphologies and growth associated with increased extracellular matrix
component production (our unpublished data). All strains were previously found to exhibit
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resistance to multiple antimicrobial agents, with each strain showing resistance to sulfisoxazole
and novobiocin. Strain CFS84 demonstrated additional resistance to neomycin, and CFS86
encoded resistance to ampicillin and nalidixic acid as well. Both S. Kentucky strains were
detected to carry plasmids identified as incompatibility type I1 (IncI1), while both S. Enteritidis
strains carried IncFIIA plasmids (Melendez et al., 2010). Analysis of the genome sequences may
be useful in identifying mitigation strategies to control Salmonella spp. found in retail
environments.

To carry out whole-genome sequencing, total bacterial DNA was extracted using a
DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). DNA libraries were constructed
using the Nextera XT DNA sample kits (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Sequencing reactions
were carried out on an Illumina MiSeq instrument to generate 2 × 300 paired-end reads
(Khajanchi et al., 2016). Trimming and de novoassembly were performed using CLC Genomics
Workbench version 9 (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). Annotation of the draft genomes was
done using Rapid Annotations using Subsystems Technology (RAST) (Aziz et al., 2008),
Pathosystems Resource Integration Center (PATRIC) (Wattam et al., 2013), and the NCBI
Prokaryotic Genome Automatic Annotation Pipeline (PGAAP) (Angiuoli et al., 2008) (Table 1).
Table 1 lists the numbers of contigs, predicted coding sequences, and functional proteins, as well
as the G+C content for each of the sequenced strains.

Accession number(s).This whole-genome shotgun project has been deposited at
DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the accession numbers listed in Table 1.
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Table 3.1. Summary of the genome sequence analysis of Salmonella enterica strains from poultry in Arkansas.
G+C
No. of
No. of
Assembly
content
No. of
functional
GenBank Accession
a
Strain
Serovar
Contigs
size (bp)
(%)
CDS
proteins
no.
CFS84
Kentucky
232
4,935,761
51.99
5,081
4,293
PHUN00000000
CFS85
Kentucky
151
4,908,583
51.98
4,987
4,230
PHUO00000000
CFS86
Enteritidis
128
4,665,166
52.13
4,724
4,159
PHUP00000000
CFS87
Enteritidis
95
4,656,278
52.14
4,705
4,136
PIJU00000000
a
CDS- coding sequences.
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Abstract
Salmonella spp., a leading group of foodborne pathogens related to the consumption of poultry,
have the ability to form biofilms, making it arduous to eliminate their presence in processing
facilities. Furthermore, there is limited literature concerning the biofilm forming capabilities of
S. Kentucky, a common poultry-associated serovar. Thus, the objective of the current study was
to elucidate the difference in pellicle formation of poultry-originating strains of S. Kentucky
compared to other better-characterized Salmonella strains that are also associated with poultry.
The strains utilized in the current study included S. Kentucky (UA CFS# 38-0055 through 380085, excluding 38-0068), S. Enteritidis (UA CFS# 38-0086, through 38-0089, 38-0091), and S.
Heidelberg (UA CFS# 38-00126, 38-00127, 38-00128, 38-00152). In three separate experiments,
Salmonella strains and serovars were tested for (1) their ability to form biofilms in different
Luria Bertani (LB) broth compositions; (2) pellicle formation in 5 mL and 50 mL of LB broth
with no salt; and (3) their subsequent pellicle formation and potential priming effects after
pellicles were transferred three consecutive times. Data were analyzed using One-Way ANOVA
in JMP 14.0 with means being separated using Tukey’s protected HSD and a significance level
of P ≤ 0.05. Results of the first experiment demonstrated that there was not a significant effect
between strain and serovars (P > 0.05), but media type affected pellicle formation significantly
with LB Miller and LB broth minus NaCl plus 2% glucose resulting in no pellicle formation (P <
0.001). Although there were no detected differences between serovars and strains when grown in
5 mL of LB broth (P > 0.05), when grown in 50 mL, a strain of Kentucky, 38-0085, produced
larger pellicles than Kentucky 38-0055, and a strain of Heidelberg 38-0127 (P < 0.0001). The
serial transfer of pellicles did not significantly affect pellicle formation (P > 0.05); however, S.
Kentucky 38-0084, 38-0085, and 38-0086 produced larger pellicles than S. Kentucky strains 38-
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0055 and 38-0056 and S. Heidelberg strains 38-0126, 38-0127, and 38-0152. The current study
demonstrates the strong biofilm forming capabilities of S. Kentucky strains and may explain why
S. Kentucky is frequently isolated in poultry processing facilities.

Keywords: pellicle, Salmonella Kentucky, poultry, Salmonella Enteritidis, Salmonella
Heidelberg
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Introduction
Combating foodborne illnesses caused by non-typhoidal Salmonella enterica strains
continues to be an ongoing concern for public health officials and food industry specialists due to
the high number of cases and economic damage caused annually (Scallan et al., 2011). Despite
the passage of regulatory control measures such as the Food Safety Modernization Act in 2011,
which included updates to performance standards and the implementation of a Salmonella Action
Plan, the incidence of cases has remained relatively constant (USDA-FSIS, 2013; CDC, 2018a).
Outbreaks of salmonellosis have been attributed to exposure to various contaminated food items
(CDC, 2018b). However, according to the USDA FSIS, human exposure to Salmonella is highly
linked to the consumption of poultry products, with the greatest route of exposure being through
the ingestion of broiler chicken carcasses (USDA-FSIS, 2016).
One possible route of Salmonella contamination of poultry products is through the direct
contact with biofilms present in the environment of commercial processing facilities. As a
defense mechanism, biofilms allow Salmonella to resist the action of antimicrobials and increase
overall fitness (Steenackers et al., 2012). In addition, poultry processing environments can
provide ample opportunities for Salmonella to form biofilms on a variety of possible surface
types, ranging from plastic to glass to stainless steel. These surfaces allow for the attachment of
Salmonella biofilms and supply the biofilms with a continual source of nutrients through the
residual organic matter left on these surfaces (Srey et al., 2013). Furthermore, as both rough
surfaces and pipe structures are arduous to sanitize and clean, these surfaces provide
environmental matrices that favor the development of biofilms and bacterial attachment (Van
Houdt and Michiels, 2010; Kumpel and Nelson, 2013). If biofilms are not fully removed, they
may re-grow and act as persistent sources of re-contamination.
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Out of the over 2,500 known serovars of Salmonella, Enteritidis, Newport, and
Typhimurium are the most commonly reported culture confirmed isolate strains (CDC, 2018a).
Due to their clinical significance, these serovars, along with other high incident serovars within
the food industry, such as Salmonella Heidelberg, have been the typical focus of research. For
instance, Salmonella Typhimurium has been the subject of numerous studies characterizing the
biofilm formation in standard surface-air and pellicle-type liquid-air biofilms (Zogaj et al., 2001;
Scher et al., 2005). However, other serovars such as S. Kentucky can also play an important role
in the control of foodborne illness. S. Kentucky is the most frequently isolated serovar from
poultry samples, comprising nearly 61% of the all isolated broiler samples tested under the
Pathogen Reduction/Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point program in 2014 (Foley et al., 2011;
Finstad et al., 2012; USDA-FSIS, 2016). Although S. Kentucky does not directly cause human
illness, numerous S. Kentucky isolates have been found to contain transferrable plasmids
conferring antimicrobial resistance and virulence factors to other bacteria (Fricke et al., 2009;
Johnson et al., 2010; USDA-FSIS, 2016). Within a biofilm, these plasmids and genes may be
more easily transferred, increasing the necessity to control for S. Kentucky in a processing
facility (Molin and Tolker-Nielsen, 2003). Given the prevalence of S. Kentucky in poultry
environments such as processing plants, it is of interest to characterize the serovar’s capability
for biofilm formation.
Therefore, the objective of the current study was to elucidate the differences in pellicle
type biofilm formations of several Salmonella serovars when grown in different environments
with a particular focus on S. Kentucky strains. Thus, pellicle formation was evaluated in different
variations of Luria Bertani broth media, quantity of media (5 or 50 mL), and in serial transfers to
investigate the effect nutrient composition, size of containment, and the potential priming effects
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of older pellicles on new pellicle formation. It was hypothesized that pellicles would grow
differently in different environments and that the priming effects would enhance pellicle
formation.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial strain preparation and pellicle formation
Thirty-eight strains of Salmonella from the University of Arkansas Center for Food
Safety Culture Collection were used in this study. This included thirty strains of S. Kentucky
(UA CFS# 38-0055 through 38-0085, excluding 38-0068 which could not be cultured), four
strains of S. Enteritidis (UA CFS# 38-0086, 38-0087, 38-0088, 38-0089, 38-0091), and four
strains of S. Heidelberg (UA CFS# 38-00126, 38-00127, 38-00128, 38-00152). Quadrant streaks
from frozen stocks were prepared on Luria-Bertani (LB) (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ)
agar plates and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. After incubation, overnight cultures were prepared
by selecting single colonies and growing in 5 mL of LB broth overnight in a 37 °C shaking
incubator for 18 hours. Standard pellicles were formed by taking overnight cultures of each of
the Salmonella strains, diluting 1:10, inoculating into media, and placing at room temperature for
96 h (Solano et al., 2002). Pellicle growth was evaluated at the end of this time period. Pellicle
weights were obtained by removing pellicles using sterile loops and air drying in an oven at 150
°C for 24 h.

Pellicle formation in various LB media compositions
Two strains of S. Kentucky (UA CFS# 38-0070, 38-0085) and two strains of S.
Enteritidis (UA CFS# 38-0086, 38-0091) were grown in test tubes containing 5 mL of five
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variations of Luria Broth. This included LB Miller (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ), LB
broth without salt (LB - NaCl), LB broth with KCl and without NaCl (LB – NaCl + KCl), LB
broth with 2% glucose and without salt (LB-NaCl + 2% glucose), and LB broth with 2% sucrose
and without salt (LB – NaCl + 2% sucrose). Standard pellicles were formed and pellicle weights
measured.

Pellicle formation in test tubes and flasks
S. Kentucky strains (UA CFS# 38-0055 through 38-0085) were grown at room
temperature for 96 h in 16 x 100 mm test tubes (11 mL capacity) containing 5 mL of LB broth
without salt. After visible pellicle formation occurred, the corresponding pellicles were dried and
weighed (mg) accordingly. In addition, four strains of S. Kentucky which produced average sized
pellicles (UA CFS# 38-0055, 38-0056, 38-0084, 38-0085) and two strains of S. Heidelberg (UA
CFS# 38-00126, 38-00127) were grown in separate 125 mL flasks containing 50 mL of LB broth
without salt. Standard pellicles were observed and pellicle weights measured (mg).

Pellicle serial transfers
Four strains of S. Kentucky (UA CFS# 38-0055, 38-0056, 38-0084, 38-0085), S.
Enteritidis (UA CFS# 38-0086, 38-0087, 38-0088, 38-0089), and S. Heidelberg (UA CFS# 3800126 , 38-00127, 38-00128, 38-00152) were grown in 125 mL flasks containing 50 mL of LB
broth without salt with the pellicles transferred to inoculate several consecutive sets (3). Standard
pellicles were formed. After 96 h, pellicles were removed using sterile loops and used to
inoculate new 125 mL flasks. Flasks were placed in a 37 °C shaking incubator for 24 h before
pellicles were removed and weighed. Flasks were allowed to incubate at room temperature for an
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additional 72 h. After new pellicles were formed, the process was repeated. If no stable pellicle
formed after 96 h, a new flask was inoculated with either a loop of liquid from the previous flask
or any floating more visibly fragile pellicle fragments.

Statistical analysis
For this study, data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA in JMP 14.0 (SAS Institute, Cary,
NC). Means were separated using Tukey’s protected HSD with a significance level of P ≤ 0.05.

Results
Effect of media composition on pellicle formation
In the current study, Salmonella serovars were grown in several variations of LB broth to
determine their effects on pellicle formation (Figure 4.1). LB Miller was chosen due to its role
as one of the standard LB formulations, LB broth without salt was chosen as the standard pellicle
inducing media, LB broth without NaCl, but with KCl added in as an alternative salt component,
and LB broth without NaCl with the addition of either 2% glucose or 2% sucrose as additional
sugar carbon sources. In the current study, LB Miller and the LB broth without NaCl, with 2%
glucose failed to produce pellicles in any of the serovars or strains of Salmonella examined.
There was a significant effect of media type on pellicle growth (P<0.0001). Differences were
noted between the media that inhibited pellicle growth, LB Miller and LB without NaCl plus 2%
glucose (0.0 mg), and the media that allowed for the development of viable pellicles, LB without
NaCl, LB without NaCl plus 2% sucrose, and LB without NaCl plus KCl (1.65, 2.20 and 1.28
mg, respectively). The average pellicle weights of the pellicle inducing media ranged from
approximately 1.3 mg (without NaCl + KCl) to 2.2 mg (without NaCl + 2% sucrose) but were
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not statistically different from one another. Additionally, there was no difference in Salmonella
strains (P = 0.5182). As there was no statistical difference among the different pellicle inducing
LB media, the remaining experiments were conducted using only the LB broth without salt.

Comparison of pellicle formation among Salmonella isolates
Salmonella Kentucky strains were grown in LB broth without NaCl in 16 x 100 mm test
tubes (Figure 4.2). The thirty strains had weights ranging from a minimum of 0.5 mg to a
maximum of 3.6 mg with an average weight of 1.6 mg. Although there were differences in the
variation between each strain, there were no overall statistical differences (P > 0.05). In addition,
two strains of S. Heidelberg and four strains of S. Kentucky were grown in 125 mL flasks to
observe if the larger volume would affect pellicle formation (Figure 4.3, P < 0.0001). The
overall average weight of the pellicles was 28.4 mg and ranged from 25.3 mg to 31.3 mg.
Salmonella Heidelberg UA CFS# 38-00127 was unable to form a biofilm. There were no
differences between the S. Kentucky strains and the S. Heidelberg strain that was capable of
forming a pellicle; however, there was a statistical difference between the largest S. Kentucky
pellicle former (38-0085), and the smallest (38-0055).

Pellicle serial transfers
Transferring formed pellicles to new flasks containing fresh media was performed to
determine if transferring the pellicles elicited a priming effect on subsequent pellicle formation
and size (mg). There was a significant effect on pellicle size (mg) when Salmonella strains and
serovars were evaluated (P < 0.0001; Figure 4.4). Once again, S. Heidelberg strain UA CFS# 3800127 was unable to form a pellicle. In addition, S. Heidelberg strains UA CFS# 38-00126, 38-
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00152, and S. Kentucky strains 38-0055, 38-0056 formed visibly fragile pellicles that broke apart
when attempting to transfer over. Overall, S. Kentucky strains 38-0084 and 38-0085, and S.
Enteritidis strain 38-0086 (41.2, 41.0, and 38.9 mg) had larger pellicles after 4 days than S.
Kentucky strains 38-0055 and 38-0056 (10.7 and 9.2 mg), S. Heidelberg strains 38-0127, 380128, and 38-0152 40 (9.4, 0.0, and 0.0 mg). No statistical differences were detected between S.
Enteritidis 38-0087, 38-0088, 38-0089, S. Kentucky 38-0055, 38-0056, and S. Heidelberg 380126 and 38-0127 (27.5, 36.0, 34.1, 10.7, 9.2, 36.3, and 9.4 mg, respectively). There were also
no significant differences between pellicle size and transfer number (P > 0.05; Figure 4.5).

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the growth and re-growth of S. Kentucky
pellicles in varying environmental conditions to further characterize the pellicle formation
properties of this serovar. This was done by growing pellicles in several types of LB broth
combinations, in test tubes and flasks, and through the serial transfer of pellicles. An additional
pilot study was conducted where Salmonella strains were grown under anaerobic conditions.
However, no pellicles formed after several weeks of incubation (data not shown). These
scenarios reflect some of the possibilities for biofilm growth in processing settings with the goal
of achieving a better understanding of factors that may influence S. Kentucky biofilm formation
under environmental conditions associated with poultry processing plants.
In the first experiment, pellicles were grown in various LB media including with the
removal of sodium chloride salt and the addition of potassium chloride, the monosaccharide
glucose, or the disaccharide sucrose. Stepanović et al. (2004) studied the growth of Salmonella
spp. in plastic wells containing media ranging from rich brain heart infusion broth (BHI) to
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tryptic soy broth diluted to a 1/20 concentration, and found that biofilms formed best in less
nutrient rich media. A meat broth was used similar in composition to the LB with glucose
solution used in our study and produced biofilm formations on plastic surfaces much smaller
than those in their most effective media. In addition, high osmolarity has been shown by to
inhibit both the biosynthesis of flagella and the activity of csgD, both of which are necessary
during the initiation stages of biofilm formation in Salmonella (Prigent-Combaret et al., 2001;
Goller and Romeo, 2008). This would account for why pellicles were unable to form in the LB
Miller (1% NaCl w/v) and the LB without NaCl with 2% glucose. However, pellicles were still
visibly formed in the LB without NaCl, but with KCl and LB without salt with 2% sucrose. This
suggests that potassium ions and sucrose may play some role in pellicle formation despite the
high osmolarity.
Among the pellicle producing compositions in the current study, there were no statistical
differences among the different media, but pellicle formation in 2% sucrose was numerically
higher than the pellicle formation in other media amendments. The presence of sugars such as
glucose and sucrose have been tied to increased cellulose production, a vital component of
pellicles (Mikkelsen et al., 2009). However, the LB supplemented with 2% glucose was unable
to support visible pellicle formation. This is consistent with the observation by Korhonen et al.
(1980) that glucose was slightly inhibitory towards agglutination by type I pili in Salmonella
Typhimurium, another crucial stage in biofilm formation, compared to sucrose, which exhibited
no inhibitory effect.
In the current study, Salmonella pellicles were formed in test tubes and flasks, as well as
serially transferred to observe any differences between strains or serovars, and to observe if there
were any priming effects from pellicle transfers. Turki et al. (2012) studying S. Kentucky isolates
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from various clinical, food, environmental, and waste samples found that only 42% of their
isolates formed rigid pellicles in LB and that only 3.5% of the clinical isolates formed pellicles.
All of the S. Kentucky strains used in this study were isolated from poultry samples or
environmental samples related to poultry production, and all formed rigid pellicles in test tubes.
This suggests that there may be differences among strains, possibly due to environmental
differences from where the strain was isolated. It would be of interest in future studies to
compare poultry isolates with non-poultry isolates to determine if environmental origin does play
some sort of selective impact on the capability to form biofilms.
The ability of biofilms to re-form and re-contaminate surfaces is an ongoing issue for the
food industry. Commonly used sanitizers have been shown to be unable to completely remove
Salmonella biofilms from food processing surfaces (Corcoran et al., 2013). With incomplete
removal, biofilms are given the opportunity to re-grow as well as spread if the improper cleaning
led to the transference of biofilm components and the establishment of new colonies. In the
current experiment, serial transfers of pellicles sometimes led to the initiation of pellicle
formation being observed up to a day early (results not shown). However, no significant
differences were observed by the 96 h time point. This suggests that in a processing
environment, any biofilms not completely removed would be able to return to their optimal state
perhaps more rapidly after an incomplete removal attempt, highlighting the importance of
complete removal of not only the biofilms but the biofilm forming Salmonella populations as
well.
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Conclusions
While Salmonella Kentucky is not well-characterized in terms of biofilm formation, this
serovar is a relatively frequent isolate associated with poultry environments. The ability to form
biofilms may contribute to the frequent occurrence of this serovar. The current study supports the
concept that S. Kentucky is capable of forming visible pellicles that are consistent with previous
observations for other Salmonella serovars. However, there may be strain differences which need
to be further investigated to determine if this is a contributor to variations in persistence in the
environment. In addition, the environmental origin may need to be considered as a factor and
thus warrant a broader comparison among S. Kentucky stains from both poultry and non-poultry
environments. Likewise, the residence time in a particular environment may have an impact as
well. Finally, genomic studies need to be conducted to determine if S. Kentucky has biofilm
genes and regulatory components similar to the more extensively characterized serovars such as
S. Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis.
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Figure 4.1. The pellicle growth of poultry-related strains of Salmonella serovar pellicles in
various Luria Bertani (LB) compositions.1,2 Salmonella Kentucky and Enteritidis strains were
grown in test tubes containing 5 mL of LB Miller, LB no salt (LB - NaCl), LB - NaCl with 2%
glucose, LB - NaCl with 2% sucrose, or LB - NaCl with KCl. Pellicles were formed for 96 h in
stationary conditions at room temperature, oven dried, and weighed.
1
N = 20, n = 4, P < 0.0001
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-b)
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Figure 4.2. The pellicle formation of poultry-related strains of Salmonella Kentucky in test tubes
of Luria Bertani no salt broth.1 Salmonella Kentucky strains were grown in 16 mm x 100 mm
test tubes containing 5 mL of LB - NaCl broth. Pellicles were formed for 96 h in stationary
conditions at room temperature, oven dried, and weighed (mg).
1
N = 90, n = 30, P = 0.9675
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Figure 4.3. The pellicle growth of poultry-related strains of Salmonella Kentucky and
Heidelberg in flasks of Luria Bertani no salt broth.1,2 Salmonella Kentucky and Heidelberg
strains were grown in 125 mL flasks containing 50 mL of LB - NaCl broth. Pellicles were
formed for 96 h in stationary conditions at room temperature, oven dried, and weighed (mg).
1
N = 18, n = 6, P < 0.0001
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-c)
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Figure 4.4. The growth of poultry-related strains of Salmonella Heidelberg, Kentucky, and
Enteritidis pellicles in flasks of Luria Bertani no salt broth (LB - NaCl) after consecutive
transfers.1,2 Salmonella Heidelberg, Kentucky, and Enteritidis strains were grown in 125 mL
flasks containing 50 mL of LB - NaCl broth. Pellicles were formed for 96 h in stationary
conditions at room temperature, transferred to new flasks, and incubated overnight. After 24 h,
pellicles were removed, oven dried, and weighed (mg). Pellicles were formed in the new flasks
over the course of an additional 72 h and the process repeated three consecutive times.
1
N = 48, n = 4, P < 0.0001
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-c)
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Figure 4.5. The effect of serial transfers of pellicles of poultry-related strains of Salmonella
Heidelberg, Kentucky, and Enteritidis on subsequent pellicle formation.1 Salmonella Heidelberg,
Kentucky, and Enteritidis strains were grown in 125 mL flasks containing 50 mL of Luria
Bertani no salt broth. Pellicles were formed for 96 h in stationary conditions at room
temperature, transferred to new flasks, and incubated overnight. After 24 h, pellicles were
removed, oven dried, and weighed (mg). Pellicles were formed in the new flasks over the course
of an additional 72 h, and the subsequent process was repeated three consecutive times.
1
N = 30, n = 8, P = 0.5378
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Abstract
Salmonella enterica is one of the most prevalent and varied foodborne pathogens. The
large number of serovar types results in the colonization of many types of hosts, with different
environmental conditions and hazards. This range of possible settings can lead to the
development of differences in phenotype and gene expression during their adaptation to their
surroundings and become ingrained as a serovar trait. The aim of this study was to evaluate the
differences in gene expression (bcsA and csgD) of Salmonella enterica serovars Heidelberg,
Kentucky, and Enteritidis during biofilm formation. Quantitative reverse-transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction assays were used to determine gene expression. Throughout the fourday period, S. Kentucky had a 2.95-fold lower csgD expression than the average of the other
serovars (P<0.0001), while S. Enteritidis had the lowest expression of bcsA with a 3.10 lowerfold change (P=0.0019). Individual strains also exhibited variability in expression over time
ranging from up to a 39.05-fold increase in expression of csgD in S. Kentucky 38-0085 on Day 4
to a 7.05-fold decrease in expression on Day 1 for S. Heidelberg 38-0128. Overall, there
appeared to be differences in expression between the different serovars with high variation
between strains.

Keywords: biofilm, pellicle, Salmonella Enteritidis, Salmonella Kentucky, Salmonella
Heidelberg, qRT-PCR
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Introduction
Non-typhoidal Salmonella enterica is one of the most commonly encountered bacterial
foodborne pathogens (Scallan et al., 2011). There are over Salmonella 2,500 serovars. Out of
these serovars that have been identified, several have been associated with produce, animal, and
poultry products (Foley et al., 2008; Hanning et al., 2009; Foley et al., 2011; Foley et al., 2013;
USDA-FSIS, 2016). Salmonella serovars Enteritidis, Heidelberg, and Kentucky are among the
five most identified serovars from poultry and poultry products (Foley et al., 2008; Foley et al.,
2011; Finstad et al., 2012; Howard et al., 2012; Foley et al., 2013). Salmonella Enteritidis and
Typhimurium are considered the most frequently associated with the consumption of
undercooked poultry and egg products (Rabsch et al., 2000; Ricke, 2017). Salmonella Heidelberg
is also associated with eggs; however, it is more typically identified with outbreaks of
contaminated poultry meat (Gast et al., 2004; Gast et al., 2007; Kaldhone et al., 2017; CDC,
2018). While Salmonella Kentucky is noted to be the most frequently isolated from poultry
samples, this serovar does not generally cause illnesses among humans (Foley et al., 2011; Foley
et al., 2013). Therefore it is important to investigate the differences between host-adapted
serovars that have a broad host range but have altered disease potential in different hosts such as
Salmonella Typhimurium, and host-restricted serovars which are adapted and only cause disease
to certain hosts like Salmonella Gallinarum in poultry (Kingsley and Bäumler, 2000; Uzzau et
al., 2000; McClelland et al., 2004; Feasey et al., 2012).
Outside of the host, Salmonella expresses a variety of survival mechanisms to the
environment, one of which is the ability to form biofilms. Biofilms enable Salmonella to resist
antimicrobials and thrive in a variety of habitats (Donlan, 2002). Biofilms may form on biotic
surfaces such as on organic plant structures, on abiotic surfaces such as stainless steel and
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plastic, as well as form pellicle type biofilms at the air-liquid interface (Steenackers et al., 2012).
Because of this ability, Salmonella has immense potential to magnify its ability as health concern
if it colonizes a food processing area and forms a biofilm. Any Salmonella strains allowed to
persist may form stronger biofilms in the future and become more resistant to removal than
freshly introduced strains (Vestby et al., 2009). This may be an issue for example, in pipes with
stagnant water as well as in other areas where sanitation is challenging where pellicles are able to
form (Carpentier and Cerf, 1993). This process is enhanced with the development of the
biopolymer matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) within the pellicle.
Comprising up to 90% of the total matter of a biofilm, EPS plays a pivotal role in
functions related to structural support, nutrient transport, and protection (Flemming and
Wingender, 2010). In Salmonella, the principle polysaccharide structural component of the EPS
matrices is cellulose, chiefly regulated by the bcs (bacterial cellulose synthase) operon, without
which, Salmonella is unable to form strong biofilms (Solano et al., 2002). The other major
component of the matrix is the amyloid proteinaceous curli fimbriae structures controlled by the
csg operons (curli specific gene) which interact with cellulose to start the formation of biofilms
and enhance the sequential survival (Zogaj et al., 2001; White et al., 2006). These two structural
components provide the majority of the EPS for Salmonella and are critical in the ability to form
a biofilm.
Therefore, the objective of the current study was to examine the differences in the
expression of critical Salmonella biofilm structural genes across several serovars. Expression
levels of the bcsA and csgD genes were observed in strains of Salmonella serovars Enteritidis,
Heidelberg, and Kentucky over the course of the development of bacterial pellicles across a 96 h
time period. The authors hypothesized that the different serovars would exhibit contrasting
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expression levels of the two genes as assessed using quantitative reverse-transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction assays (qRT-PCR).

Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and pellicle formation
Nine strains of Salmonella from the University of Arkansas Center for Food Safety
Culture Collection were used in this study. This included three strains of S. Kentucky (UA CFS#
38-0055, 38-0084, 38-0085), three strains of S. Enteritidis (UA CFS# 38-0086, 38-0087, 380088), and three strains of S. Heidelberg (UA CFS# 38-00126, 38-00127, 38-00128). Quadrant
streaks of the isolates from frozen stocks were prepared on Luria-Bertani (LB) (BD Biosciences,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) agar plates and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. After incubation, single
colonies were selected and grown in 5 mL of LB broth overnight in a 37 °C shaking incubator
for 18 hours. Overnight cultures of each of the Salmonella strains were diluted 1:10 and
inoculated into 125 mL flasks containing 50 mL of LB broth without salt (10 g Tryptone and 5 g
Yeast Extract per L) (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Flasks were placed at room
temperature for 96 h with the standing cultures developing pellicles by the end of this period. At
the 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, and 96 h time points, 1 mL of culture was collected directly below the
meniscus and total RNA was extracted using a Qiagen RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA).
RNA was stored at -80°C until qRT-PCR was performed. Two independent trials were
performed for this study.
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Quantitative reverse-transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) assay
The qRT-PCR assays were performed using the Verso 1-Step RT-qPCR Kit (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and optimized using an Eppendorf RealPlex4 Mastercycler
epgradient thermocycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). To remove any DNA, the RNA
samples were treated with DNase I (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) before each assay. Primer
pairs for the csgD, bcsA, and the rRNA housekeeping gene rsmC were synthesized by Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA, USA) and confirmed using the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) BLAST. Primer sets resulted in 156, 136, and 190 bp for the
bcsA, csgD, and rsmC products, respectively. A mastermix was prepared to ensure that each 25
µL reaction contained 12.5 µL of 2X 1-Step qPCR SYBR Mix (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA), 1.25 µL RT Enhancer, 0.25 µL Verso Enzyme mix, 500 nM of each primer, 100 ng
of total RNA template, and nuclease-free water (MBI Growcells, Irving, CA, USA). The qRTPCR conditions consisted of a 5-min cDNA synthesis step 50°C step followed by a 15-min Hot
Start period at 95°C and 40 cycles consisting of 15 s for denaturation at 95°C, 15 s for primer
annealing at 55°C, and 20 s for amplicon extension at 68°C with melt curves. The melt curves
were produced by cycling from of 95°C for 15s and then by 60°C for 20 min with a 0.5°C
increase in temperature per minute until a final temperature of 95°C was reached. Each assay
was performed in triplicate.

Statistical Analysis
In order to study the differences in gene expression among the three Salmonella serovars,
we observed the RNA transcript levels of the pellicle structural genes csgD and bcsA as
determined by qRT-PCR. The difference in Ct values were compared with values exhibited by
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the rRNA housekeeping gene rsmC and analyzed using the JMP® 14.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA) software suite. Data were analyzed using n-way ANOVA. Means were separated using
Tukey’s protected HSD with a significance level of P ≤ 0.05.

Results
CsgD expression
Overall levels of csgD showed a general decrease from Day 0 to Day 3 before increasing
on Day 4 (P<0.0001, Figure 5.1, Table 5.1). Between serovars, S. Enteritidis and Heidelberg
had higher levels of gene expression than S. Kentucky, which experienced a 2.95-fold decrease
(P<0.0001, Figure 5.2). Within each serovar, any differences in expression tended to appear on
Day 4 (P < 0.05, Table 5.2); however, there was little difference in the expression of csgD
between the other days. Within S. Kentucky strains, only CFS# 38-0085 expressed a higher level
of csgD with a 24.64-fold increase on Day 4 when compared to 38-0084 (P=0.0211, Figure
5.3c). S. Enteritidis 38-0086 had a 13.26-fold lower expression than 38-0087 (P=0.0006, Figure
5.3a). For S. Heidelberg strains, 38-0127 experienced a 9.42-fold lower csgD expression than the
average of the other two strains (P=0.003, Figure 5.3b). Within each strain, expression levels
over time also tended not to be statistically different and differences were only observed only in
a few strains (Table 5.2). S. Kentucky 38-0085 and S. Heidelberg 38-0127 increased expression
on Day 4 with 39.05-fold and 8.78-fold increases, respectively. S. Heidelberg 38-0128 decreased
expression on Day 2 with a 7.05-fold decrease.
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BcsA expression
Overall expression levels of bcsA showed an increase from Day 0 to Day 1, followed by a
decrease on Day 2 and Day 3, and ending with an increase again on Day 4 (P<0.0001, Table 5.3,
Figure 5.4). Between serovars, S. Enteritidis exhibited a 3.10-fold lower expression level than
the other serovars (P=0.0019, Figure 5.5). As with the csgD results, there were limited
differences in bcsA expression between strains within their respective serovars (P < 0.05, Table
5.2). S. Kentucky strains exhibited no differences with each other (P=0.0152, Figure 5.6c). In S.
Enteritidis strains, CFS# 38-0087 exhibited 16.34-fold higher expression on Day 4 than 38-0086
(P<0.0001, Figure 5.6a). For S. Heidelberg strains, 38-0128 had higher expression on Day 1
than 38-0126 with a 3.86-fold increase and 38-0127 had higher expression on Day 4 than the
others with a 8.21-fold increase (P = 0.0222, Figure 5.6b). Looking at strain expression changes
over time, differences were observed in four strains, S. Kentucky 38-0085, S. Enteritidis 380087, S. Heidelberg 38-0127, and 38-0128, the first three of which exhibited an increase in
expression on Day 4 with 20.71-fold, 8.38-fold, and 7.20-fold increases, respectively while 380128 experienced an 8.97-fold increase on Day 1 (Table 5.4).

Ratio of csgD to bcsA expression
Next, the ratios between the level of csgD and the level of bcsA expression was observed
to examine any patterns (Table 5.5, Figure 5.7). Between the serovars, there was large
variability on each day for all serovars with up to a 7.78-fold difference in ratios within each
group (P = 0.05). Only Day 0 showed a difference in ratios between serovars with S. Kentucky
showing a 9.63-fold ratio greater ratio than S. Enteritidis. Within S. Kentucky, there was also a
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10.48-fold ratio decrease from Day 0 to Day 1. No other changes occurred in any of the other
serovars through time.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the potential differences between Salmonella
serovars in the formation and gene expression of pellicle type biofilms. This was done by
performing qRT-PCR to detect RNA expression levels of the two biofilm matrix structural
genes, bcsA and csgD. The study of biofilms offers unique opportunities to study how species of
Salmonella can adapt to stressful environmental conditions as well as observe the changes in
phenotype, genotype, and gene expression during the change from planktonic to settled cells.
With over 2500 serovars of Salmonella identified, many exhibit considerable differences
in ecological niches and lifestyles such as in the difference between typhoidal and non-typhoidal
Salmonella serovars (Gal-Mor et al., 2014). This can even be seen as well in within strains
occupying similar niches (Porwollik et al., 2005). In our study, the different serovars of
Salmonella did appear to give off different expression levels of the two studied genes. Differing
patterns of expression were observed between serovar types, but also in strains within the same
serovar. The evidence of different patterned gene expression further justifies the need to
investigate the different strains and the subsequent environments they were isolated from to
determine the influence of those factors have on gene expression. In fact, there were large
differences in gene expression levels between strains of the same serovar, but isolated from
different environments, as well as indication of large levels of variability. This made it difficult
to draw conclusions on potential patterns of gene expression for entire serovars.
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In biofilms of Salmonella, the two major components of the extracellular matrix are the
polysaccharide cellulose and curli amyloid fimbrial structures (Zogaj et al., 2001). Together,
these biopolymers provide structure to the biofilm and support cell adhesion with the presence of
both necessary to produce fully functional and maximally resistant biofilms (Solano et al., 2002).
The transcriptional regulator csgD controls the production of curli fimbriae by positively
regulating the csgBA operon which produces the protein components of curli (Barnhart and
Chapman, 2006). In addition, csgD acts on the adrA promoter section, which results in the
production of cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP), an allosteric activator of cellulose synthase
encoded by the bcs operon (Verstraeten et al., 2008). Because of the critical role these two genes
provide in early Salmonella biofilm formation, they were chosen to be observed for this study.
As such, it would be expected that increases in csgD expression would lead to increases
in cellulose production and therefore expression of the bcsA gene. In our current experiment, we
found that increased or decreased trends in expression of one gene were often similar to the
other. However, the ratio of csgD to bcsA expression varied considerably over the days
throughout all strains, showing no trend in most cases towards an increase in the ratio of bcsA to
csgD, which would indicate greater production of cellulose. Da Re and Ghigo (2006) found that
neither csgD nor adrA were involved in the production and regulation of cellulose in E. coli 1094
cells, which instead used the YedQ GGDEF domain protein, suggesting that there may be
alternative cellulose pathways involved. These alternative pathways may aid Salmonella in
providing greater adaptability to different environments and situations and should be further
investigated.
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Conclusions
Addressing the gene expression differences between the serovars of Salmonella is an
important topic for controlling Salmonella contamination. One concern involves any differences
in the development of biofilms and the expression of biofilm producing genes. Our study found
there to be differences in the expression of biofilm forming genes between serovars and large
variations in gene expression between strains within each serovar. This indicates that individual
variables accounting for the differences in each strain such as environmental origin, as well as
serovar differences must be considered when trying to control for biofilm formation. Future
assessments should include a broader variety of serovars, including the most common poultry
isolates that are important to human health. A more expansive study of additional biofilm related
genes should also be conducted as well as examining gene expression in the pellicle itself.
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Figures

Figure 5.1. Changes in expression of the gene csgD from planktonic cells used to form
Salmonella pellicles over a 4 day time period. 1,2 qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA isolated
from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being formed over a 4 day time period.
1
N = 270, n = 54, P < 0.0001, Individual SEM for d 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 was 0.231, 0.285, 0.242,
0.226, and 0.387.
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Figure 5.2. Differences in expression of the gene csgD between serovars. 1,2 qRT-PCR was
performed on total RNA isolated from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being
formed over a 4 day time period.
1
N = 270, n = 90, P < 0.000, Individual SEM was 0.170, 0.184 and 0.253 for S. Enteritidis,
Heidelberg, and Kentucky.
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-b)
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Figure 5.3. Differences in expression of the gene csgD over time in strains of Salmonella
Heidelberg (A), Enteritidis (B), and Kentucky (C). 1 qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA
isolated from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being formed over a 4-day time
period.
1
N = 90, n = 6, P = 0.0006(A), 0.003(B), 0.0211(C)
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Figure 5.4. Changes in expression of the gene bcsA from planktonic cells used to form
Salmonella pellicles over a 4-day time period. 1 qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA isolated
from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being formed over a 4-day time period.
1
N = 270, n = 54, P < 0.0001, Individual SEM for d 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 was 0.138, 0.273, 0.219,
0.220, and 0.319.
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Figure 5.5. Differences in expression of the gene bcsA between serovars. 1,2 qRT-PCR was
performed on total RNA isolated from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being
formed over a 4-day time period.
1
N = 270, n = 90, P < 0.0019, Individual SEM was 0.175, 0.152 and 0.242 for S. Enteritidis,
Heidelberg, and Kentucky.
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-b).
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Figure 5.6. Differences in expression of the gene bcsA over time in strains of Salmonella
Heidelberg (A), Enteritidis (B), and Kentucky (C).1 qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA
isolated from bacterial cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being formed over a 4-day time
period.
1
N = 90, n = 6, P < 0.0001(A), 0.0222(B), 0.0152(C).
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of changes in expression of the ratio of the genes csgD and bcsA in
Salmonella serovars over time.1 qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA isolated from bacterial
cultures of Salmonella as pellicles were being formed over a 96 h time period. Individual SEM
was 1.450, 2.126, 1.808, 0.741, and 0.560, for S. Enteritidis, 0.516, 0.472, 0.963, 0.620, and
0.209 for S. Heidelberg, and 0.2.960, 2.026, 2.062, 2.067, and 0.227 for S. Kentucky on d 0, 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively.
1
N = 270, n = 18, P = 0.0065,
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Tables
Table 5.1. Changes in expression of the gene CsgD from planktonic cells used to form
Salmonella pellicles over a 4-day time period. 1, 2
Day
0
CsgD nCT

2.517 ± 0.231

1
ab

2.346 ± 0.285

2
ab

1.641 ± 0.242

1

3
bc

1.151 ± 0.226

4
c

2.884 ± 0.387 a

N = 270, n = 54, Means of nCT values and individual SEMs are given for each strain at each
time point.
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-b)
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Table 5.2. Changes in expression of the gene csgD from planktonic cells used to form pellicles
in Salmonella Kentucky, Enteritidis, and Heidelberg over a 4-day time period.1, 2, 3
Day
0

1

2

3

4

S . Kentucky
38-0055

4.333 ± 0.904

ab

4.425 ± 1.476

ab

3.898 ± 1.714

ab

3.313 ± 1.330

ab

2.538 ± 0.474

ab

38-0084

2.955 ± 0.068

ab

1.752 ± 0.235

b

1.628 ± 0.263

b

0.719 ± 0.117

b

2.186 ± 0.421

b

38-0085

4.256 ± 0.692

ab

2.068 ± 0.296

b

2.308 ± 0.427

b

1.522 ± 0.155

b

6.809 ± 1.114

a

38-0086

0.788 ± 0.139

abc

1.442 ± 0.190

abc

0.667 ± 0.210

bc

0.530 ± 0.385

bc

-0.280 ± 0.240

c

38-0087

0.887 ± 0.227

abc

0.218 ± 0.553

bc

1.843 ± 0.472

abc

0.722 ± 0.437

abc

3.449 ± 1.545

a

38-0088

0.762 ± 0.108

abc

1.328 ± 0.389

abc

0.438 ± 0.284

bc

0.057 ± 0.141

c

3.008 ± 1.142

ab

38-0126

3.617 ± 0.461

abc

3.267 ± 0.565

abcd

1.767 ± 0.317

bcde

1.552 ± 0.451

bcde

2.002 ± 0.374

bcde

38-0127

2.575 ± 0.452

abcde

2.430 ± 0.810

abcde

0.860 ± 0.305

de

1.794 ± 0.261

bcde

4.928 ± 0.956

a

38-0128

2.483 ± 0.111

abcde

4.182 ± 0.928

ab

1.363 ± 0.343

cde

0.155 ± 0.876

e

1.383 ± 0.152

bcde

S . Enteritidis

S . Heidelberg

1

Each serovar was analyzed separately from others to determine the interaction between specific
strains within strains and day. Means of nCT values and individual SEMs are given for each
strain at each time point.
2
N = 90, n = 6
3
Means with different superscripts in the same serovar are considered significantly different (ae).
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Table 5.3. Changes in expression of the gene bcsA from planktonic cells used to form
Salmonella pellicles over a 4-day time period. 1, 2
Day
0
BcsA nCT

0.766 ± 0.138

1
c

1.815 ± 0.273

2
ab

0.932 ± 0.219

1

3
bc

0.766 ± 0.220

4
c

2.217 ± 0.319 a

N = 270, n = 54, Means of nCT values and individual SEMs are given for each strain at each
time point.
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-c).
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Table 5.4. Changes in expression of the gene bcsA from planktonic cells used to form pellicles in
Salmonella Kentucky, Enteritidis, and Heidelberg over a 4-day time period.1, 2,3
Day
0

1

2

3

4

S . Kentucky
38-0055

1.403 ± 0.688

abc

3.842 ± 1.511

ab

3.382 ± 1.982

abc

2.228 ± 1.805

abc

1.134 ± 0.159

abc

38-0084

0.727 ± 0.128

abc

0.938 ± 0.260

abc

0.332 ± 0.160

bc

-0.359 ± 0.126

c

1.126 ± 0.149

abc

38-0085

0.963 ± 0.361

abc

1.378 ± 0.183

abc

0.587 ± 0.302

abc

0.160 ± 0.192

bc

4.532 ± 1.237

a

S . Enteritidis
38-0086

-0.115 ± 0.101

b

0.645 ± 0.275

b

0.557 ± 0.175

b

0.558 ± 0.354

b

0.059 ± 0.105

b

38-0087

0.107 ± 0.296

b

0.742 ± 0.423

b

1.140 ± 0.315

b

1.022 ± 0.402

b

4.089 ± 1.521

a

38-0088

-0.372 ± 0.175

b

0.823 ± 0.467

b

0.343 ± 0.184

b

-0.103 ± 0.314

b

2.247 ± 1.105

ab

38-0126

1.948 ± 0.284

bc

2.313 ± 0.390

b

0.852 ± 0.219

bc

0.392 ± 0.513

c

1.097 ± 0.124

bc

38-0127

1.133 ± 0.162

bc

1.390 ± 0.402

bc

0.702 ± 0.118

bc

1.433 ± 0.390

bc

4.281 ± 0.400

a

38-0128

1.098 ± 0.194

bc

4.263 ± 0.961

a

0.899 ± 0.321

bc

2.017 ± 0.071

bc

1.390 ± 0.068

bc

S . Heidelberg

1

Each serovar was analyzed separately from others to determine the interaction between specific
strains within strains and day. Means of nCT values and individual SEMs are given for each
strain at each time point.
2
N = 90, n = 6
3
Means with different superscripts in the same serovar are considered significantly different (ae).
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Table 5.5. Comparison of changes in the expression of the ratio of the genes csgD and bcsA in
the interaction between Salmonella serovars and a 4-day time period.1,2
0

Day
2

1
a

-1.083 ± 2.026

b

0.406 ± 2.062

3
b

1.646 ± 0.227 b

S. Kentucky

9.400 ± 2.960

S. Enteritidis

-0.230 ± 1.450 b

1.485 ± 2.126 b

-0.696 ± 1.808 b

0.741 ± 0.741 b

0.768 ± 0.530 b

S. Heidelberg

2.575 ± 0.516 ab

1.235 ± 0.472 b

2.936 ± 0.963 ab

0.264 ± 0.620 b

1.384 ± 0.205 b

1

2.101 ± 2.087

4
ab

N = 270, n = 18, P = 0.0065, Means of nCT ratios and individual SEMs are given for each strain
at each time point.
2
Means with different superscripts are considered significantly different (a-b).
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VII. Conclusion
The ability of foodborne pathogens, especially Salmonella enterica to form biofilm
communities on a wide variety of surfaces and resist the action of antimicrobials poses an issue
to public health. Major economic losses can be accrued if outbreaks of foodborne illnesses occur
due to cross contamination or re-contamination of food items due to reservoirs of pathogenic
foodborne microorganisms being established in food processing or handling environments.
Research continues on understanding all the underlying mechanisms behind biofilm development
and on creating improvements in methods of prevention and treatment. One avenue less studied
is whether there exist differences between Salmonella serovars in the mechanism, development,
and resistance capacity to antimicrobials.
This thesis was focused on the growth, treatment, and genetic mechanism of Salmonella
biofilms. The objective of this research was to observe any differences among serovars in the
growth and treatment of various types of biofilms. The results from Chapter Two (the coupon
study) provided evidence that Salmonella Typhimurium was more susceptible to sanitization
from Peracetic Acid treatment when compared to Salmonella Heidelberg. Both sanitizers were
unable to completely remove attached cells, suggesting the need for multiple hurdles during
treatment to fully sanitize materials. Quantitative PCR was also found to be a viable method for
rapid quantitation of cell counts, providing CFU values similar to those from plate counts.
In chapter Three (the genome announcement) draft genome sequences of four Salmonella
Enteritidis and Kentucky isolates from Arkansas retail poultry samples were published to the
online GenBank database. Further study of these genomes in the future may be useful in
examining the differences in genetics between those two serovars.
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Chapter Four observed the formation of Salmonella pellicle biofilms in Luria Bertani
broth under different conditions. This study focused on the Kentucky serovar due to its
association with poultry environments, but also due to its status as a less frequently studied
serovar. We examined strains isolated from poultry environments and found that S. Kentucky
was capable of forming pellicles similar to other serovars as well as the possibility of
environmental origin playing a role in the properties of individual strains.
Chapter Five included a look at differences between two Salmonella serovars in
expression levels over time of two critical biofilm structural genes, csgD and bcsA, encoding for
curli fimbriae and cellulose. Results suggested overall differences between serovars in gene
expression, but high variability between strains also suggested the need to address strains
uniquely. This research illustrated some of the differences among Salmonella but also that
further research must be conducted to fully elucidate the mechanisms behind this.
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